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There’s a certain disdain among
academics for administration,

whether referred to as “bean
counting” or rendered an enemy
with the addition of the word the.
But as Peter N. Miller argues in this



month’s cover story, the history of
academic administration must
include its capacity to spur
intellectual production, even entire
fields. Individual administrators
have brought scholars together,
preserved archives and libraries, and
stabilized institutions. A largely
untapped history thus lies in the
files of administration. Photo:
Sailko/Wikimedia Commons/CC BY-SA
3.0
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I
Townhouse Notes
learned to write in a high school
journalism class. Even in my

academic writing, I still use the skills
it inculcated. I also live by the
philosophy behind those skills: no
one has to pay attention to your
writing; your writing has to make
that case for itself.
Journalists, essayists, and critics

obsess about the first paragraph of
an article, because chances are that
most people won’t read any further
(if indeed they’ve clicked the link in



the first place). A classic news lead
paragraph includes the who, what,
where, why, and how of the story.
But leads in other kinds of stories
(like features or essays) are more
literary. In the unit on feature writing
in that high school class, our teacher
urged us to make the first paragraph
as gripping as possible, giving readers
a reason to continue. Then, she said,
take the first sentence and make it
electric. And then, finally, the first
word of that first sentence. Drape
each subject and object onto an
“action verb,” avoiding forms of “to
be” whenever possible and limiting
adjective and adverb usage. She



drilled us on identifying and
rewriting passive-voice sentences:
writing that something “was done”
not only burdens the flow of the
sentence, it also obscures the truth.
This discipline—gauging the power

of every sentence, every word, to
compel the reader onward—guided
my writing at every turn in my career
path. I believe, therefore, that
academic prose can be vivacious
without sacrificing rigor (or tenure-
committee suasion).



What’s frustrating is that so many
critics and defenders of academic
writing alike focus on jargon. True,
jargon can stymie a book or article’s
general appeal, but even plain
language can be convoluted,
repetitive, and lifeless. This is a
matter of style, and while graduate
programs usually can’t offer
nonfiction-writing workshops,
perhaps occasional collaborations
between history and creative writing



or journalism departments would
bear fruit—say, we offer our
engagement with rules of evidence;
they offer strategies for developing a
voice.
Many academic historians are

required to publish academic history,
a genre in itself. Like all genres, it
relies on a set of conventions, which
have evolved. (Take a look at issues
of the American Historical Review
from 2016, 1966, and 1916, for
example.) Without changing generic
conventions of argument, analysis,
and evidence, it’s possible to steer
our stylistic technique purposefully.
Our ideas are important, but we do



need to make the case for them, with
confidence and clarity.

—Allison Miller, editor





Historians
Worldwide
Global Links among
Historians, Past and
Present



A
Patrick Manning

s we historians adjust to the
expanding global connections
among scholars and teachers in

our day, we might remind ourselves of
historians’ international ties in earlier
years. In the 19th century, historians
born in the United States often
completed their doctoral studies in
Germany, where the field of history was
strongest. The leader in the formation of
the AHA in 1884, Herbert Baxter
Adams, completed his PhD at
Heidelberg in 1876; James Harvey
Robinson received his doctorate at
Freiburg in 1890; and W.E.B. Du Bois
studied in Germany under a fellowship



before completing his PhD at Harvard
in 1895. J. Franklin Jameson, founding
editor of the American Historical Review,
was one step removed: his 1882 PhD
from Johns Hopkins University was the
first under Herbert Baxter Adams. In
the same era, American works were
translated into Japanese to launch the
study of world and Western history,
while American scholars set up
universities in Japan, China, and Korea.
Large-scale historical meetings in

Europe began in 1898, convened by
German scholars; they met twice more
before the Great War. Out of the
tradition of periodic congresses came the
1926 foundation of the Comité



International des Sciences Historiques
(CISH), with quinquennial meetings.
The United States, a founding member,
was represented by Waldo Leland, who
had earlier been AHA executive
secretary and became president of CISH
in 1938. (The AHA’s Leland Prize, for
an outstanding reference tool, was
created in his memory in 1981.) The
AHA continued to be represented at
CISH, and after 1950 CISH gradually
extended its leadership beyond Europe
(electing board members from Mexico
and Japan). Still, CISH has been
predominantly Eurocentric for most of
its history, meeting outside Europe for
the first time in 1975, in San Francisco.



Thereafter, as English gradually replaced
French as the language of international
discourse, the label of CISH became
anglicized: it is now known as the
International Congress of Historical
Sciences, and it uses both CISH and
ICHS as acronyms.
If travel was difficult, mail worked well.

Historical journals, published in all
areas of the world, circulated widely;
American university libraries, large by
world standards, subscribed to journals
from all regions. The journals make
clear the activity of professional
historians in European countries and in
Japan, India, Russia, China, Australia,
Mexico, and (later) Turkey, Brazil, and



Nigeria. Historians in the United States,
relying on major libraries, have thus
been able to draw on the historical
writings of scholars in many countries.
New universities and new historical
journals took form after World War II,
especially in decolonizing regions,
including the Association of Historians
of Africa, which formed in 1972 and
joined CISH in 1976.
Meanwhile, other international

connections developed among
historians. The International Economic
History Association formed (and
became an affiliate of CISH) in 1960,
for which negotiations between Fernand
Braudel of France and M. M. Postan of



the United Kingdom were especially
important. Braudel’s view of the
Mediterranean world influenced
Americans, most notably Bernard
Bailyn, as he began studies of Atlantic
history, and Immanuel Wallerstein, as
he developed the notion of the modern
world-system.
Another form of historical exchange,

not always positive, has been the debates
and history wars within and between
countries. These public debates have
been more about memory than about
history, but historical evidence and
interpretations are central to them. After
70 years, echoes of the Pacific struggles
during World War II continue in



debates about war guilt among partisans
in Japan, China, and Korea. Echoes of
the same war and of later wars ring
throughout the Middle East even today.
India and Pakistan sustain contending
interpretations of the past that arise
from the partition of British India in
1947. Australia has its national history
wars over the role of indigenous
Australians and the “white Australia”
policy. Migration, as it spreads in every
direction, brings disputes phrased in
historical terms.
In other words, historians exchange

information and interpretations across
geographic boundaries by many means.
Besides study abroad, major



conferences, flows of books and
journals, exchanges among universities,
and public debates, one may also
include new and old stories of maritime
history and of the African diaspora,
linking historians and populations
among many regions.
My point is that the historical

profession of the United States, well
organized as it is, has long fit into a
worldwide network of historical studies.
While the extent of international
connection has grown recently because
of expanded levels of historical study in
many parts of the world (facilitated by
Internet links), the international
dimension of historical studies has



existed from the first. While there may
be generational alternations in focus,
shifting from local to global and back, it
is not uncommon that we historians
balance the inward look at our own
community with an outward gaze at
lands beyond the next hill or across the
waters.



By 2015, Eurocentrism had faded
Matthew Brady/Library of Congress via Wikimedia
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By 2015, Eurocentrism had faded
considerably and the worldwide
conference of historians met in China.
The ICHS conference brought 950
delegates from 90 countries (plus over
2,000 delegates from China) to
Shandong University in Jinan. There,
amid many well-attended panels, the
ICHS leadership began an energetic
campaign to increase the number of its
national affiliates from 50. At the Jinan
meeting, an international poster session
brought numerous responses from early
career scholars; Shandong University,
which is building a program in world
history, announced that it had
designated $10,000 in prize money for

Commons

Herbert Baxter Adams studied in Germany
before helping to found the AHA.



top poster presenters at future ICHS
conferences.
Individual historians from the United

States played leading roles in the Jinan
meeting—as delegates and in prominent
panels on women’s history and digital
history. Joel Harrington (Vanderbilt
Univ.), chair of the AHA’s Committee
on International Historical Activities,
became a member of the ICHS board,
just as Karen Offen of Stanford
University stepped down. The ICHS
presidency shifted from Marjatta Hietala
(Finland) to Andrea Giardina (Italy);
Eliana Dutra of Brazil succeeded Hilda
Sabato of Argentina as vice president;
and the office of secretary-general



shifted to Catherine Horel, a historian
of eastern Europe at the Sorbonne.
Poznan, a charming medieval Polish
city, was selected as the venue for the
2020 congress.
At the same time, the leadership of

ICHS gave substantial attention to
expanding studies in world and global
history through its affiliate, the Network
of Global and World History
Organizations (NOGWHISTO). In a
one-day conference and a major evening
session within ICHS, NOGWHISTO
cemented its position as the first
federation of historians that is global in
practice as well as in name.
NOGWHISTO, which includes world-



historical affiliates on every continent
plus the International Big History
Association, took form from 2007 to
2012 with assistance from the
Universities of Leipzig, Pittsburgh, and
Sydney.

Besides study abroad, major
conferences, flows of books and

journals, exchanges among
universities, and public debates,
links among historians may also
include new and old stories of



maritime history and of the
African diaspora.

In sum, global connections in the
discipline of history have been
continuous and are still expanding. Still,
countervailing forces tend to keep
historians within separate national or
continental groupings. Here, for
example, is a concluding footnote about
the differences in academic conference
schedules in North America and the rest
of the world. North American academic
meetings take place annually at the
national level, in our isolated and
continental countries. For Europe and
Asia, the equivalent academic meetings



are international and meet biennially or
triennially. The two types of schedules
don’t fit well. Of the meetings I attend,
the Social Science History Association
and the World History Association meet
annually, but the European Social
Science History Conference meets every
two years, and the Asian Association of
World Historians meets every three
years.
I don’t know what changes in meeting

schedules to predict, but I can see that
historians are gaining a steadily longer
list of good conferences to consider
attending. In that context, I offer this
reminder that the AHA has served not
only to link elements of the historical



profession within the United States, but
has also played a role in historical
studies internationally. AHA, with its
strong institutions and its platform for
the voices of historians, has supported
international collaboration among
historians in the past and is poised to
sustain that role in the future.

Patrick Manning is president of the
American Historical Association.





Queer
Migrations
A Perspectives Quick
Study

Kritika Agarwal
Editor’s note: This article inaugurates an
occasional series in Perspectives, Quick
Studies. We hope these accessible notes on
emerging conversations in a variety of fields
give readers a sense of the vast possibilities



I
of current historical scholarship and of new
directions for teaching.

n 1980, about 120,000 Cubans
made their way to the United States
by boat. One of them was

renowned poet and author Reinaldo
Arenas. Persecuted by the Cuban
government for his contrarian political
views and his love for men, Arenas was
one of several queer men and women
who risked the treacherous journey by
water, now etched in public memory as
the Mariel boatlift. Yet the country that
Arenas risked his life to come to did not
want him. At the time, the US
Immigration and Naturalization Service
(INS) considered homosexuality to be



reasonable cause for exclusion from
immigration and for deportation.
The experiences of queer refugees such

as Arenas (who did stay in the United
States) did not receive much scholarly
attention until the emergence of the
field of queer migrations about a decade
ago. Keen browsers of the 2016 AHA
annual meeting program would have
noticed as many as seven panels on the
subject, organized by the Committee on
LGBT History (CLGBTH). The focus
was apropos, given the theme of the
annual meeting: “Global Migrations:
Empire, Nations, and Neighbors.” At a
time when people and governments
around the world are asking tough



questions about migration, asylum, and
borders, the field of queer migrations
focuses attention on often overlooked
aspects of these issues: historically,
gender identity and sexuality have had
an impact not only on people’s
decisions to leave home but also on how
destination countries have received
them.
What, however, are queer migrations?

Over the past three decades, queer has
become an adjective and a verb,
sometimes leading to confusion outside
the ranks of historians of sexuality. Julio
Capó Jr., assistant professor of history at
the University of Massachusetts
Amherst, says that any definition of



queer should center on “disruptions to
heteronormativity”—that is, on the
social assumption that heterosexuality is
the default setting for human identity
and desire. Thus, Capó says, “queer”
can describe people who display “non-
normative expressions of gender and
sexuality,” but “to queer” something
entails focusing on its neglected or
strange aspects, especially those that
undermine heteronormative cultural
and state processes.
Migration seems a simpler term to

define—movements of people across
geographic space—but, as historians of
migration know, things can easily get
complicated. As the CLGBTH call for



papers last year put it, migration could
also be a “transition away from an
initially assigned gender position . . .
[or] movement between the ‘closet’ and
public queerness.” Queer migrations,
then, include the history of queers who
migrate, but it also queers the historical
study of migration itself. Queer
migrations, as Marc Stein notes, create a
“productive dialogue between
immigration history and queer history.”1

The topic itself is not a recent
invention. In the introduction to a
groundbreaking edited volume from
2005, Queer Migrations: Sexuality, US
Citizenship, and Border Crossings, Eithne
Luibhéid introduced the concept. “How



does sexuality shape migration
processes?” she asked. “How do
concerns about sexuality shape US
immigration control strategies and
constructions of citizenship? How has
mass migration in the past quarter
century transformed US queer
communities, cultures, and politics?”
Luibhéid answered these questions
partly by examining the history of
immigration regulations and arguing
that sexual orientation has historically
constituted a significant category of
immigration exclusion in the United
States.



As early as 1917, for example,
immigration laws excluded LGBT
people through their prohibition of
“persons of constitutional psychopathic

New York Public Library

Best known for his architectural paintings,
Cuban-born artist Emilio Sanchez (1921–99)
lived most of his life in the United States. The
New York Public Library has digitized dozens of
his untitled private sketches, many depicting



inferiority,” a category that according to
the US Public Health Service included
“persons with abnormal sexual
instincts.” Drawing on this precedent,
the 1965 Immigration Act (celebrated
last year during its 50th anniversary)
excluded queer migrants under the
language of prohibiting “sexual
deviates,” even though its reforms of
racial and ethnic exclusion were
sweeping. This discrimination cast a
long shadow too—it wasn’t until 2009
that President Obama lifted the ban on
HIV-positive immigrants. And it was
only with the Supreme Court’s 2013
decision in United States v. Windsor,
which ruled sections of the Defense of

his untitled private sketches, many depicting
queer themes.



Marriage Act unconstitutional, that
LGBT people could apply for
immigration benefits such as green cards
or citizenship through marriage.
Luibhéid looked at this long history of

discrimination to demonstrate the state’s
investment in heterosexuality and
patriarchy as governing principles of
who is allowed to enter and who is not.
Building on this intervention, scholars
such as Margot Canaday, Lionel Cantú
Jr., Susana Peña, Horacio Roque
Ramírez, Siobhan Somerville, and
Nayan Shah have decentered the role of
the United States and revealed
important connections between
sexuality, migration, and citizenship, on



one hand, and the rise of capitalism,
state bureaucracy, and foreign relations,
on the other.
Looking into the queer past, however,

comes with its own sets of challenges.
With significant historical invisibility
surrounding sexuality and desire,
finding archival evidence probably
remains the biggest challenge for
researchers. “How do you recover the
voices the state sought to suppress?” asks
Capó. “How do we make up for the
resounding silences of the archives?” As
he says, “It would be an evasion of our
task as historians to abandon the study
because of these and many other
challenges.”



Additional
Readings

◆ Eithne Luibhéid, Entry Denied:
Controlling Sexuality at the Border
(Univ. of Minnesota Press, 2002)
◆ Lawrence La Fountain-Stokes,
Queer Ricans: Cultures and
Sexualities in the Diaspora (Univ. of
Minnesota Press, 2009)
◆ Nayan Shah, Stranger Intimacy:
Contesting Race, Sexuality, and the
Law in the North American West
(Univ. of California Press, 2012)



◆ Susana Peña, Oye Loca: From the
Mariel Boatlift to Gay Cuban Miami
(Univ. of Minnesota Press, 2013)
One solution has been to “queer the

archive”—now using queer as a verb—as
when historians analyze, say, state or
institutional records, listening for what
isn’t said or seeking alternate sources of
evidence such as ephemera,
photographs, or even material objects.
In some instances, queer stories have
been there all along but have never been
interpreted as such. In The Straight
State: Sexuality and Citizenship in
Twentieth-Century America (2009),
Margot Canaday analyzed the well-
perused records of the US Immigration



and Naturalization Service at Ellis Island
and found that immigration officials
often watched for signs of “striking
peculiarities in dress, talkativeness,
witticism, facetiousness . . . flightiness . .
. unnatural actions, mannerisms, and
other eccentricities” to identify
immigrants who might be sexually
“degenerate” or “perverse” and thus
could be excluded as likely to become
public charges. (The line of reasoning
went that such individuals would have
trouble finding jobs because of their
sexual “perversions.”)
As with archival research, queering

migrations in the classroom requires
ingenuity. “Because there’s so little



published out there,” Stanford historian
Ana Raquel Minian suggests, teachers
should ask their students about the
“assumption of heterosexuality” in
existing texts and narratives describing
immigrants’ identities and journeys—
texts that might presume that the
overriding goal of immigrants is
preserving their families, for example.
“How would the picture look different
if we included the experiences of
LGBTQ people?” Asking that question,
and paying attention to the relationships
between sexuality, gender, and
migration, Minian says, can open
students’ minds.

These challenges, of course, also



These challenges, of course, also
present opportunities—the field is still
young enough for historians to have
significant influence within it. And with
news of advances in LGBTQ rights and
a global refugee crisis both hitting the
headlines, urgent questions about the
specific challenges queer migrants face
present an opportunity for historians.
Canada, for example, recently
announced that its plans for Syrian
refugees will privilege family
reunifications and exclude
“unaccompanied men.” The Canadian
government plans to make exceptions
for gay men but has remained silent on
how it will confirm a refugee’s sexuality.



Based on prior treatments of queer
migrants, historians would be right to
fear that such policies not only privilege
heterosexual families, but also force
LGBT individuals to conform to
popular stereotypes of what it means to
“look gay.”
Historians can also caution the public

against assuming that countries such as
the United States are, or have always
been, safe havens for sexual minorities.
Capó recalls the story of one queer Afro-
Cuban during the Mariel boatlift crisis
whose decision to seek refuge in the
United States was mocked by Cuban
officials: “They told him that in the
United States, ‘black homosexuals had



the dogs thrown at them.’” An
intersectional approach that looks at race
and gender in addition to sexuality
when studying migration today thus
becomes even more important: it allows
historians to avoid replicating American
exceptionalist narratives and instead to
turn inclusively to the particular
challenges of queer migrants of color
(particularly transgender migrants of
color).
As politicians and government officials

across the United States loudly oppose
immigration to or the resettlement of
refugees in their states, a number of
historians have tried to interrupt this
latest cycle of xenophobia and fear. A



queer migrations approach ensures that
the histories and concerns of queer
migrants are not forgotten in the
process.

Kritika Agarwal is the AHA’s associate
editor, publications. She tweets
@kritikaldesi.

Note
1. Marc Stein, “All the Immigrants Are
Straight, All the Homosexuals Are
Citizens, But Some of Us Are Queer
Aliens: Genealogies of Legal Strategy in
Boutilier v. INS,” Journal of American
Ethnic History 29, no. 4 (Summer
2010): 45–77.



New Data Show
Large Drop in
History
Bachelor’s
Degrees

Julia Brookins
ew data from the National Center for
Education Statistics show a dramatic
decline in the number of bachelor’s



N
degrees in history awarded in 2014, the

most recent year available. The
number of history BAs and
BSs completed in the United

States fell for the third time in four
years, this time by 9.1 percent from the
previous year, from 34,360 to 31,233.1

This is the largest year-to-year change
for undergraduate history degrees since
a 9.8 percent increase in 1992.
Unlike the 2.8 percent decline in

2013, the 2014 change affected every
type of bachelor’s-granting institution
across the Carnegie classification
system.2 The data show that around
1,270 institutions in the United States
grant bachelor’s degrees in history.



Among the main categories of these
institutions, the one-year decline was
steepest at institutions classified as “very
high research” universities, where the
number fell by 13.3 percent (fig. 1). At
baccalaureate colleges, the decline was
2.6 percent.
At the same time, the total number of

people earning any bachelor’s degree
rose more slowly in 2014 than it had
for the preceding few years, going up
just 1.6 percent over 2013. Despite this
minimal growth, the history bachelor’s
continued to shrink as a proportion of
all US bachelor’s degrees awarded.
While 2.2 percent of these were history
degrees in 2007, only 1.7 percent of



them were in history in 2014. As
reference points, the top five discipline
areas for the most recent year were
business and management (19.5
percent of all bachelor’s degrees); life
sciences excluding agriculture,
biological, and medical sciences (9.7
percent); psychology (6.3 percent);
non-science education (6.2 percent);
and biological sciences (5.8 percent).
Figure 2 compares history with several
other disciplines in the social sciences
and humanities. Economics degrees
have been growing steadily, and have
now surpassed history. English and
literature BAs fell by 4.8 percent, and
now constitute 2.5 percent of all



bachelor’s degrees. Another field related
to history, social science education (not
pictured here because of the scale), also
lost ground; bachelor’s degrees in this
area fell 14.5 percent, from 1,335 to
1,141. Social science education includes
history, geography, and psychology
teacher-education degrees, but social
studies education degrees are classified
separately.
These national data on degree

completions are lagging indicators of
overall history majors, meaning they
reflect past conditions: the 2014
completions are the cumulative results
of enrollments and student achievement
typically over the past four to five years.3



Students who completed 2014
bachelor’s degrees in most cases would
have begun their college careers four
years earlier, in the fall of 2010; most
would have made their decision about a
course of study by 2011. This means
that the data could be interpreted in
several ways. In 2010, the world was
still in the midst of a deep economic
recession. We could imagine that there
might have been a rise in history majors
since then. Or it is conceivable that the
2014 change was a one-year drop that
will not repeat. While either of these
scenarios might be true at a particular
institution, such optimism regarding a
nationwide trend is likely unwarranted.4



Data self-reported by departments to
the AHA for its Directory of History
Departments, Historical Organizations,
and Historians (the Directory), as well as
conversations with department chairs
and other anecdotal information,
suggest that neither of those optimistic
predictions will be borne out. Rather,
the available information suggests that



the 2014 completion data is more likely
than not one step in a downward trend
that will play out unevenly across
undergraduate programs over the next
two to three years. At the national level,
it seems likely that the size of the history
major at many large universities in
particular will then stabilize at levels
significantly lower than in the pre-2010
period.
The AHA’s Directory includes close to

500 US departments for which we have
uninterrupted data since the 2009–10
academic year. Although departments
do not always update their directory
information annually, the Directory
generally corroborates the trend in the



T

size of history programs over the past
few years. The aggregate number of
bachelor’s- level majors reported in the
2014–15 Directory is 19 percent lower
than in the 2009–10 listings. The past
two years of reports, which may
encompass the class of 2017 and the
class of 2018, account for more of the
change than the previous three years—
i.e., the students who made up the class
of 2014.

Who Is the Class of 2014?
he proportion of women and
minorities among those earning

history bachelor’s degrees changed only
slightly between 2013 and 2014 relative



to the changes in the size of the group as
a whole. There are some patterns in the
demographic data worth pointing out,
however. The year 2014 was the first in
which white men and women together
made up less than three quarters (74.4
percent) of those who completed a
bachelor’s degree in history. Relative to
the 2013 data, the number of white
men declined by roughly the average
rate (9.5 percent), and that of white
women fell somewhat faster, by 10.8
percent. Mainly as a result of this
differential decline in the largest
demographic groups, 39.8 percent of
the 2014 history graduates were
women, down slightly from 40.2



percent in 2013. The ratio of male to
female history graduates has remained
fairly close to 3:2 since at least 2005.
Across all degree fields, women earned
57.2 percent of all 2014 bachelor’s
degrees. Even as women make up the
majority of American college students,
men continue to be the majority of
students who choose undergraduate
history majors.
The biggest change for any

demographic group in the 2014 data
was a more than 22 percent decline in
the small number of history graduates
who were women of Asian or Pacific
Islander ancestry. Four hundred ninety-
eight of these students finished history



bachelor’s degrees in 2013, while only
386 did so in 2014. Together with the
11.7 percent drop among men in this
group, Asian and Pacific Islanders were
left at just 3 percent of the history total:
they are underrepresented in the
discipline relative to their presence in
the US population as a whole (5.6
percent) and relative to their share of all
2014 bachelor’s degrees in the US (6.6
percent).5

The picture for black and Latino
graduates in the 2014 numbers is more
complicated. African Americans were
still just 5.0 percent of those completing
history degrees. Encouragingly, more
black men earned a degree than in 2013



or previous years, with the number
rising from 790 in 2013 to 829 in
2014 (4.9 percent). The number of
black women fell 7.6 percent to 727
graduates. Over the past two years, there
has been evidence that history programs
are succeeding in attracting some of the
growing number of Latinos who are
going to college. Latinos made up 9.7
percent of history graduates in 2014,
with the numbers of both men and
women staying virtually unchanged
despite the big drop overall—a less than
1 percent fall in both cases. The small
number of visiting foreign students—
those classified as “temporary
residents”—has been very stable,



around 260, for several years. Finally,
again in 2014 between 6 and 7 percent
of graduates were of “other or unknown
race or ethnicity.”

The AHA continues to support history
departments and instructors as they
respond to changing student needs and
institutional circumstances. The Tuning



project, which has involved over 150
history departments to date, is one such
effort to catalyze faculty-driven work on
program curricula. The AHA also
continues to work with historians on
and off college campuses to
communicate broadly the value of
historical study. A subsequent piece in
Perspectives will share ideas drawn from
conversations with department chairs
and other history faculty members
about how to make sense of the broad
changes described here, and discuss
strategies to maintain and deepen
student interest in the undergraduate
history major.

Julia Brookins is special projects



coordinator at the AHA.

Notes
1. Integrated Postsecondary Education
Data System (IPEDS) Completions
Survey, provisional release data for 2014
from National Center for Education
Statistics (NCES) Data Sources, as
reported in WebCASPAR from the
National Science Foundation,
https://ncsesdata.nsf.gov/webcaspar/.
2. Allen Mikaelian, “Drilling Down into
the Latest Undergraduate Data: History
Bachelors Decline, but Several Upward
Trends Persist,” Perspectives on History,
November 2014,
http://historians.org/publications-and-
directories/perspectives-on-

https://ncsesdata.nsf.gov/webcaspar/
http://historians.org/publications-and-directories/perspectives-on-history/november-2014/drilling-down-into-the-latest-undergraduate-data


history/november-2014/drilling-down-
into-the-latest-undergraduate-data. For
his take on this year’s data in an
interactive format online, see Allen
Mikaelian, “A Big Slide for the History
BA?” November 20, 2015, at
http://allenjaym.com/2015/11/big-
slide-for-the-history-ba/.
3. By contrast, a leading indicator is one
that correlates with future events or
trends. For gauging the health of
postsecondary history education in the
coming years, for example, we might
want to know about total enrollments in
introductory history courses this year, or
college admissions of students who
express an interest in studying history in

http://allenjaym.com/2015/11/big-slide-for-the-history-ba/


the future. While some programs might
be collecting this sort of data, there is no
national data set that gives us a more
solid indication of trends in collegiate
history specializations.
4. It is worth noting that the completion
data reflect several factors: not only the
initial appeal of the history major to new
college students, but also the numbers
of students who transfer into or out of
history either from other institutions or
other programs at the same institution,
as well as the rate at which students are
successfully completing their programs
of study. I have seen nothing to suggest
that this single-year drop is due to a
sudden change in the rates of transfer,



time-to-degree, or attrition from history
programs.
5. Asians make up 5.4 percent of the
US population, and Native Hawaiians
and Pacific Islanders 0.2 percent.
Source: 2014 data from the US Census
Bureau, QuickFacts,
http://www.census.gov/quickfacts/table/PST045215/00

http://www.census.gov/quickfacts/table/PST045215/00
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History on the
Download
Podcasting the Past

Sadie Bergen
he first time Stuff You Missed in
History Class topped over 2
million downloads in a month,

it was for a two-part segment on
Disneyland’s Haunted Mansion. These
days, the podcast, which is produced by
the HowStuffWorks edutainment



network, consistently garners over 3
million downloads per month and sits
comfortably around number 11 on the
iTunes charts. At a time when historians
are becoming ever more serious about
finding ways to engage with the public,
what secret formula are hosts Tracy
Wilson and Holly Frey using to keep
audience coming back each week for a
history lesson?
The answer is simple: they tell good

stories. And history, it turns out, is full
of them. Wilson explained via e-mail
that their podcast focuses on offering
juicy tidbits about “overlooked and
underrepresented” people and events in
history that would add flair to any



dinner party conversation. Not that the
show isn’t rigorous—each episode
involves between 8 and 20 hours of
research, and the bibliographies posted
online reveal a healthy balance between
primary and secondary sources.
Stuff You Missed in History Class is part

of a growing trend—there are over 200
history podcasts now available on the
iTunes Store. Although only a few of
these are produced by academics,
podcasts offer historians a potentially
exciting way to bring their work to a
general audience, to expand their
professional networks, and to develop
unique classroom content and exercises.
Podcasts are also among the most



accessible formats for history learners
outside the walls of the university—they
are available for free, online and on
demand. To discuss how historians can
tap into the growing popularity of
podcasts, producers from three history
podcasts, Backstory with the American
History Guys, Who Makes Cents? A History
of Capitalism Podcast, and The Urban
Historians, joined together in a
roundtable, “Podcasting History,” at the
2016 AHA annual meeting.
Of the three, Backstory stands out for

both its relative fame and high
production value. A program of the
Virginia Foundation for the
Humanities, Backstory is a nationally



syndicated radio show and podcast
hosted by historians Ed Ayers (Univ. of
Richmond), Brian Balogh (Univ. of
Virginia), and Peter Onuf (Univ. of
Virginia). Hour-long episodes include
historical investigations of topics
inspired by current events; recent
episodes have covered Islam and the
US, Confederate symbols, and a history
of American exceptionalism. During the
roundtable at the annual meeting,
Balogh emphasized that although he
and his co-hosts are scholars who try to
convey complex analytical concepts in
each episode, Backstory’s audience is
mostly nonacademic. Knowing their
audience, Balogh said, forces them “to



look outside of the fishbowl of academia
and consider new ways of telling
stories.”
Of course, it’s not just the storytelling

that makes podcasts like Backstory
popular. Podcasts are both intimate and
manageable—the hosts speak directly
into your ears and you decide when you
want to listen in. The ease inherent in
listening to a podcast extends to the
process of making one. For those willing
to make the time commitment, all it
takes is a voice, a microphone, and a
basic audio-editing program to become
a podcast producer. If you aren’t trying
to make a profit, you can cultivate a
small and loyal following without



worrying about reaching the general
audience of Backstory and Stuff You
Missed.
This is where Who Makes Cents? and

The Urban Historians come in. Both are
low-budget, minimally produced shows
created by professional historians
seeking a niche audience. Both podcasts
began with a desire to unsettle
traditional modes of disseminating new
historical scholarship. The Urban
Historians’s Andrew Needham (New
York Univ.) explained that he and co-
host Lily Geismer (Claremont
McKenna Coll.) were envious of
authors who got to go on radio talk
shows and have fun, free- ranging



conversations about their recent work.
In comparison, the traditional
historian’s “book talk,” in which
scholars present their work and answer a
few predictable questions, seemed an
unnecessarily limiting way to discuss
new and exciting scholarship. Needham
wanted The Urban Historians to capture
the kinds of effortless conversations that
happen between historians at conference
bars and in informal settings.



Similarly, hosts Betsy Beasley (Yale
Univ.) and David Stein (City Univ. of
New York) of Who Makes Cents?, which
features interviews with authors of
recent books related to the history of
capitalism, hope to foster more field-
widening, interdisciplinary



conversations. Stein explained that the
podcast offers them a way to fulfill their
roles as public intellectuals. As Stein
said, they allow scholars to use their
“knowledge and skills to serve the
public good.”
For early-career historians like Beasley

and Stein, podcasting is both a
professional and an academic
undertaking. Engaging with their
colleagues’ work inevitably enhances
their own scholarship and widens their
professional networks. As Backstory host
Peter Onuf wrote in an e-mail,
podcasting is “a wonderful antidote to
scholarly isolation and self-absorption.”
Ayers agreed, writing that working on



Backstory while serving as president of
the University of Richmond was “was
not a competition with scholarship but
a connection to it,” because it allowed
him to “continue as part of the history
community even when I had other
pressing obligations.”

Podcasts allow historians to bring
their work to a general audience,

to expand their professional
networks, and to develop unique
classroom content and exercises.

Podcasts can also benefit history
learners within university walls. All the



podcasters on the annual meeting
roundtable agreed that producing their
own shows had made them better
teachers. Balogh explained that, as in
teaching, “co-hosting a radio show and
podcast requires constant efforts to
explain things in relatively simple,
straightforward terms, without
sacrificing the nuance and complexity
that is the stuff of history.” Building on
this sentiment, The Urban Historians
host Needham said that he had become
“better at asking questions and then
shutting up” in class, allowing students
to talk, rather than continuing to
“qualify, qualify, qualify.”

Podcasts can also serve as teaching tools



Podcasts can also serve as teaching tools
themselves. Roundtable discussants and
audience members encouraged using
podcasts as resources in and of
themselves, as well as turning
podcasting production into an
assignment that encourages students to
experiment beyond the typical confines
of a paper or presentation. Needham
explained that a podcast like Backstory
presents a “perfect example of how to
tell stories in relationship to sources, to
books,” while also pushing students
away from “the totalizing focus on the
thesis statement and getting them
toward storytelling, which is the most
compelling part of what we do.”



New to History
Podcasts? Start

Here.
15 Minute History: US and world
history podcast; an excellent
resource for teachers
Footnoting History: Short episodes
featuring overlooked histories
History of the World in 100 Objects:
Hosted by the director of the British
Museum
Past Present: Bringing historical
insight to contemporary political and
cultural debates



Presidential: Profiles a new president
each week until Election Day 2016
Radio Diaries: Great examples of how
to use primary audio sources to tell
stories
The Bowery Boys: New York City
history
You Must Remember This: 20th-
century Hollywood history
Bringing podcasts into the classroom

isn’t just a good idea in theory. In 2012,
the University of Central Florida’s
Robert Cassanello brought podcast
production into his Historical
Documentary and New Media class. He
had some experience with podcasting
and thought the form was well suited to



a collaborative project that would
require his students to engage with
public history while also producing
something of their own.
Modeling their approach on the BBC

Four podcast A History of the World in
100 Objects, Cassanello’s students chose
objects from local museums as well as
interview recordings, narration, and
photographs to create video podcasts for
the class. As Cassanello put it, “Once
they get their hands dirty in a project,
they own it.” Cassanello has drawn
interest from other teachers who want to
replicate the project, and he and his
students are currently developing a



model that will be available online for
free.
From the story behind Disney’s

Haunted Mansion to the history of
capitalism, podcasting offers enormous
potential to widen the bounds of
teaching and learning history, both
inside and outside the academy. The
podcasters who participated in the
roundtable illustrate some winning
methods of leveraging this new and
accessible format. As they and others
like them continue to do good historical
work and to lower the bars between
academia and the interested public, it is
inevitable that others will join in. The
age of podcasting has just begun.



Sadie Bergen is editorial assistant in the
AHA’s publications department.



Wall Street’s
First Black
Millionaire
Shane White’s
Prince of Darkness

Elizabeth Elliott
n February 27, 1828, 20-year-old
Jeremiah Hamilton arrived secretly at
Port-au-Prince Harbor, Haiti, aboard



O
the brig Ann Eliza Jane. For the next few

days, the young man slipped
in and out of the city to
distribute counterfeit Haitian

coins supplied by prominent American
businessmen. When authorities
discovered the scam, a $300 bounty
and a death sentence were put on his
head. After hiding out for 12 days, the
counterfeiter managed to escape on a
ship bound for New York City.
Hamilton was subsequently vilified in
African American newspapers as a
discredit to his race. Forty-seven years
later, this same “base villain”—as a letter
printed in Freedom’s Journal described
him—would die the richest black man



in the United States.
Hamilton’s impressive and unlikely rise

to infamy captured the attention of
Australian Shane White, a professor of
US history at the University of Sydney.
The scholar’s latest book, Prince of
Darkness: The Untold Story of Jeremiah G.
Hamilton, Wall Street’s First Black
Millionaire (St. Martin’s Press, 2015), is
a biography that does something rare in
the profession nowadays: it starts from
scratch.
You’ve probably never heard of

Hamilton—the first, and only, African
American broker to join mid-19th-
century New York’s millionaire’s club.
Rising from cryptic origins, Hamilton



bullied his way onto Wall Street,
becoming no less than an antebellum
“master of the universe.” He amassed a
fortune of $2 million, the equivalent of
a quarter of a billion dollars in today’s
money. His reputation earned him
derogatory nicknames in the
newspapers; one, “Prince of Darkness,”
referred not only to his skin color, but
also to his questionable methods of
moneymaking. 



Readers aren’t necessarily supposed to
like Hamilton, though one can’t help
but admire his sheer gall. The broker
intentionally kindled an aura of mystery

www.jeremiahhamilton.org

Book cover of Shane White’s Prince of
Darkness. Jeremiah Hamilton was the
first black millionaire to amass his
riches on Wall Street. No photographs
or sketches of Hamilton have survived
into the present day.



around his past, and White is unsure if
he was born to free parents in Virginia,
as contemporary accounts suggest, or
the West Indies, as is printed on his
death certificate. Hamilton cut his teeth
in the business world by orchestrating
the Haitian counterfeiting ruse and, by
the 1830s, was well on the path to
building a personal empire. In the midst
of a segregated, racially tense New York,
Hamilton freely worked out of an office
on Wall Street, participated in the city’s
real estate boom, and invested in land
and property around the Hudson River.
In the 1850s, Hamilton sued tycoon
Cornelius Vanderbilt’s Accessory
Transit Company, which earned him



the notoriety of being referred to as the
only “man who ever fought the
Commodore” in Vanderbilt’s obituary.
As the sole black participant in an

otherwise exclusively white domain,
Hamilton endured what White calls “an
impossibly schizophrenic way of living.”
The highlights of his life border on the
anachronistic: he purchased a rural New
Jersey mansion, married and had
children with a white woman, and
owned stock in railways that denied
access to members of his race. One of
Hamilton’s contemporaries observed
that he brazenly “assumed the privileges
of a white man,” but he and others were
unable to check his ambitions. He



ignored, denounced, or outsmarted
racial attacks, even thwarting a lynch
mob during the Draft Riots of July
1863.

White says he is at the “ground zero” of
all knowledge about Hamilton. In fact, a
thread of disbelief runs throughout



White’s language in Prince of Darkness,
as if he feels someone else should have
written this book first. White first
casually noticed Hamilton’s name in a
newspaper story and pursued leads
from there. The bulk of his research is
founded on two sources: New York
City newspapers and court archives.
While no photographs or sketches of
Hamilton have survived into the present
day, in life the millionaire was endlessly
maligned and gossiped about in print.
He was also an aggressive and prolific
litigant, filing countless lawsuits to
satisfy his whims. When he died in
1875, numerous obituaries across the



country commented on his fortune and
life’s work.
This does not mean that researching

Hamilton was easy. Each scrap of
evidence was hard won, and the
historian estimates that he has traveled
over a million miles by air between his
office in Australia and New York City.
White points out that most biographies
on bookshelves today have had the
advantage of earlier works on which to
build. In contrast, Prince of Darkness
comprises 13 chapters of original
historical scholarship. White was able to
unearth only four fleeting mentions of
Hamilton’s name in secondary sources
from the 20th century.



You’ve probably never heard of
Jeremiah Hamilton before—the

first, and only, African American
broker to join mid-19th-century
New York’s millionaire’s club.

During his career, White has earned his
fair share of raised eyebrows for being a
scholar of African American and New
York history with an Australian accent.
However, he enjoys using his position as
an outsider to his advantage. In a 2011
piece for the Chronicle of Higher
Education called “An Aussie Takes On
African-American History,” White



wrote that “the experience of living in
another society and working in another
academic culture makes the historian
more aware that what happened in
America was not inevitable, and that
there are many ways to interpret its
history.”
Why have historians overlooked, or

perhaps even ignored, the story of Wall
Street’s first black millionaire? Perhaps,
as White’s book shows, it is because he
is utterly impossible to categorize.
African American contemporaries were
scandalized by Hamilton’s relentless
financial scheming, and in turn, the
broker made a point of ignoring New
York’s black community entirely.



Famed black physician James McCune
Smith wrote, “Compare Sam Ward”—a
respected antislavery activist—“with the
only black millionaire in New York, I
mean Jerry Hamilton; and it is plain
that manhood is a ‘nobler idea’ than
money.” Hamilton was at once an
integral part of mid-19th-century
African American identity and a stranger
to it.
Publicity for Prince of Darkness has

been somewhat limited due to the fact
that White lives in Australia, and only a
few American academics have been able
to hear him speak on the topic. The
historian also knows that there will
never be a statue or other similar



remembrance of the broker. Hamilton’s
contemporaries—almost all of them his
enemies—cared more about him than
anyone does now. But in publishing his
biography, White has created a fitting
tribute to a man who had all but been
forgotten.

Elizabeth Elliott is program assistant at the
AHA.



AHA Issues Best
Practices
Statement
Regarding Dual
Enrollment/Concurrent
Enrollment
he AHA Council recently approved a
statement regarding best practices in



T
dual enrollment/concurrent enrollment

(DE/CE) courses. The
statement (below) was drafted
by the Teaching Division.

The statement reflects the AHA’s desire
to promote educational quality as more
students gain access to postsecondary
history courses through DE/CE
programs. Additionally, at the January
2016 meeting, Council authorized
Elaine Carey, professor of history at St.
John’s University and former vice
president of the Teaching Division, to
act as the AHA’s representative on
DE/CE issues and begin working with
other disciplines to develop a



comprehensive picture of the DE/CE
landscape.
The full statement includes both an

assessment of the current state of
DE/CE and statements of how various
participants in DE/CE can meet the
standards of educational quality
envisioned by the AHA. We welcome
comments on the dual enrollment
statement in the Teaching and Learning
History section of AHA Communities
(communities.historians.org).
For additional background, please see

the September issue of Perspectives on
History, which carried a forum on
DE/CE (historians.org/publications-



D

and-directories/perspectives-on-
history/september-2015).

Dual Enrollment/Concurrent
Enrollment: AHA

Recommendations
ual enrollment/concurrent
enrollment (DE/CE) courses have

increased during the past 10 years and
continue to grow at a rate of 7 percent a
year. Administrators, politicians,
parents, and other stakeholders view
these courses as a means to reduce the
cost of higher education and encourage
more students to attend college by
allowing them to earn college and high
school credit simultaneously. The types



of courses offered range from workforce
training to humanities and social
sciences, including history.
DE/CE agreements between

institutions of higher education and
local school districts vary from state to
state and from institution to institution.
Some institutions have limited
partnerships while others have those
that extend across school districts and
state boundaries. Delivery methods of
courses vary between classroom settings
in which high school students gain
college credit by completing additional
assignments to fully online classes
taught by a university or college
professor. High school teachers offer the



majority of DE/CE classes, but
frequently have little contact with the
host college or university and little
oversight despite the guidelines of the
National Alliance of Concurrent
Enrollment Partnerships (NACEP) that
specifically outline best practices.
NACEP has accredited 97 DE/CE

programs, and it has over 300 member
institutions as of January 2016. At its
most recent conference, over 800 people
attended from member and
nonmember institutions seeking to add
or expand DE/CE offerings. The
organization has created standards for
universities and colleges, but these
recommendations are simply guidelines



to follow, not specific to any discipline.
A department may not request
accreditation, only an institution.
Significantly, a college or university does
not need to be a member or accredited
by NACEP to offer DE/CE classes.
The AHA recommends that

institutions offering DE/CE pursue
accreditation from NACEP. In
preparation for that accreditation and
upon completion of it, the AHA
encourages universities and colleges to
strive to improve history education in
which professors and teachers share
resources and ideas, and that academic
history departments have greater
oversight of curriculum and instruction



of DE/CE. Even with accreditation,
departments offering DE/CE must
continually ensure that the institutions,
schools, and departments maintain
communication to ensure a college-level
class is being offered, that assessments
are completed, and that proper funding
and oversight is maintained. To meet
the standards of the American Historical
Association (AHA),

Colleges and Universities Must:
◆ Share data, recruitment, and retention

information of DE/CE students with
history departments  

◆ Administer the programs in keeping
with the best practices as recognized



by the profession and the college or
university history department that
oversees the program  

◆ Protect the academic freedom of
teachers teaching DE/CE courses  

◆ Provide academic departments with
proper funding and support to
oversee and administer the courses
taught in high schools  

◆ Respect the decisions of the history
department in regards to credentials,
hiring, and syllabi of teachers

◆ Maintain the academic integrity of the
history department—courses taught
in high schools must have the same
course numbers, titles, designations,
and credit as equivalent courses in



college or university departments
◆ Offer teachers in DE/CE

opportunities to continue their
education in the fields that they are
teaching

◆ Organize workshops and orientations
for host departments, professors, and
teachers  

◆ Offer and support teacher and
student access to library and
university resources needed to teach a
class  

College and University History Faculty
Must:  
◆ Recruit, interview, and hire all history

teachers involved in DE  



◆ Annually review and approve the
teachers, syllabi, and courses to ensure
that these meet the academic
standards of the department  

◆ Promote ongoing trainings and
support for teachers to ensure best
practices in course curriculum,
assessment, and pedagogy  

◆ Provide annual professional
development for teachers and
professors to promote collegiality and
to address course content and
historiographical shifts, course
delivery tools and platforms, and
evaluation and assessment procedures
 

◆ Designate a faculty member to visit



campuses, review teachers, and
promote collegiality between the
university and its DE/CE partners  

High School Principals and Districts
Must:
◆ Ensure that teachers are given ample

time to attend workshops and events
at the partner colleges and universities
 

◆ Recognize and acknowledge that
teachers must have academic freedom
to teach college-level classes  

◆ Provide adequate planning to ensure
that teachers have sections or classes
that are designated college level  

◆ Designate sections of history classes



that are exclusively for dual
enrollment students—students may
not gain DE credit by simply taking a
history class and paying tuition  

◆ Respect the decisions of the hosting
college or university academic
department regarding hiring, syllabi,
and teaching methods  

DE/CE Teachers Must:  
◆ Annually submit their syllabi and

teaching plans to the host department
for approval  

◆ Participate in workshops and
discipline-specific professional
development activities to address
content, assessment, evaluation, and



historiography  
◆ Follow, complete, and submit

assessment materials that are required
by the partnering college or university
department  

◆ Have a master’s degree or at least 18
graduate credit hours in history

A version of the introduction to this article
and the statement itself appeared on AHA
Today (blog.historians.org) February 4,
2016.
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Advocacy Briefs
AHA Protests
Academic Freedom
Violations in Turkey,
Possible Museum
Closure in Lyon

n February, AHA president Patrick
Manning signed a letter to
President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan of

Turkey expressing deep concern over



reports of violations of academic
freedom and freedom of expression in
his country. The AHA urged the
Turkish government to abandon any
punitive measures against or
investigations of academics who recently
signed a petition critical of the Turkish
government. The statement echoes a
joint letter released by the Scholars at
Risk network in January. (See sidebar
for the AHA’s complete letter.)
In another letter sent to the French

ministre de la Culture et de la
Communication, the AHA protested
the possible closing of the Musée des
Tissus of the city of Lyon. Founded in
1864, the Musée des Tissus holds one



of the largest collections of textiles in the
world, representing over 4,500 years of
human history. The letter urges the
French government to make all efforts
necessary to keep the museum open.
(See sidebar for the complete letter.)

Letter Protesting the
Persecution of

Turkish Scholars
February 4, 2016

Recep Tayyip Erdoğan
Türkiye Cumhuriyeti Cumhurbaşkanı
Cumhurbaşkanlığı Külliyesi
06560 Beştepe



Ankara, Turkey
Via e-mail

Your Excellency:

The American Historical Association
expresses alarm and deep concern
regarding reports of punitive
measures and criminal investigations
taken against Turkish academics who
recently signed a petition addressing
Turkish government policies in
southeastern Turkey.
The AHA is a scholarly association
that represents approximately
14,000 US and internationally based
professors, secondary teachers,
advanced students, and public
historians, who conduct professional



historical activities for all fields of
the past and all periods. Our
membership includes historians
within Turkey and scholars of Turkish
and Ottoman history. In concert with
many other scholarly societies, we
are committed to the principles of
academic freedom and freedom of
expression for scholars wherever
their research and teaching take
them. We thus strongly support the
right of historians in Turkey to
explore the past and teach about it
freely. We fear that the current
campaign against signers of a
petition will undermine the ability of
historians to fulfill their mission.



We are aware of widespread reports
that university employees in the field
of history face investigations under
article 301 of the Penal Code. We
hope this is not the case. Dismissals,
detentions, and criminal
investigations that constitute
retaliation against scholars for
nonviolent exercise of academic
freedom and free expression would
violate international standards
including the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights. The International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
and the European Convention for
the Protection of Human Rights and
Fundamental Freedoms, both of



which Turkey has ratified, similarly
require the government to uphold
citizens’ freedom of expression, as
does Turkey’s own constitution.
When respect for such international
protocols is not observed, historians
and other scholars are unable to
conduct their work. We respectfully
urge the Government of Turkey to
take all steps to fulfill its duties to
protect free expression and academic
freedom, and to abandon any
disciplinary investigations of those
who signed the recent petition. By
doing so, the government will ensure
that historians can freely engage in
the important work we do to



preserve and illuminate the past.

Sincerely,
Patrick Manning
AHA President, 2016

Letter Protesting
Potential Closure of

Musée des Tissus
February 5, 2016

Madame Fleur Pellerin
Ministre de la Culture et de la
Communication 
3, rue de Valois
75001 Paris



Dear Madame Pellerin,

I am writing, in the name of the
American Historical Association, of
which I am president, to express the
Association’s concern about the
possible closing of the Musée des
Tissus of the city of Lyon. Our
organization, which numbers 13,500
members, is the principal
professional organization of
historians in the United States, and
includes many specialists in the
history of France and the history of
textiles, seen both as commodity and
decorative art. The Association
would regret the closing of the
Musée des Tissus, which would



greatly impair the ability of the
historical profession and the general
public alike to study and learn from
its exceptional and monumental
collections.
Many of our members have
benefited from the work of the
Musée des Tissus, which, as you
know, since its founding in 1864 has
assembled one of the world’s largest
and best organized collections of
textiles, drawn from every continent
and over 4,500 years of human
history. The American Historical
Association maintains close contacts
with the historical profession in
France and supports its efforts to



study and defend France’s cultural
patrimony. We therefore hope that
the French government, and its
Ministry of Culture, can take the
necessary steps to keep it open.

Sincerely yours,
Patrick Manning
AHA President, 2016





From the
National
Coalition for
History
NCH Marks
Numerous
Achievements in
2015



I
Lee White

n an extremely productive 2015,
the National Coalition for History
achieved numerous major goals.

Foremost among these was the
restoration of funding for K–12 history
education in the reauthorization of the
Elementary and Secondary Education
Act (ESEA).
In addition, unexpected issues allowed

NCH to reinforce its role as the
preeminent public voice for history,
archives, and our other constituencies.
For example, we submitted comments
to the federal government regarding the
treatment of oral history in research, as
well as a letter to the secretary of state



and the archivist of the United States
expressing concern over the handling of
former Secretary of State Hillary
Clinton’s e-mails.
We also launched a newly redesigned

website in April 2015 with enhanced
social media components. This
improved our efforts to educate our
constituent organizations (and potential
members) about the important
contributions the coalition has made in
the past and how we will continue to
play a vital role in policy making in the
future.
Some issues, such as making the case

for federal funding for history-related
programs, will always remain at the core



A

of NCH’s agenda. But the coalition is
now poised to continue to expand
beyond Washington, truly making it the
National Coalition for History.
Below is a summary of NCH’s major

accomplishments in 2015:

Restoration of Federal
Funding for K–12

History/Civics Education
fter years of false starts, President
Obama signed a new education law

(Public Law 114-95) to replace the
controversial No Child Left Behind Act
of 2001. The House approved the
conference report to a bill to reauthorize
ESEA on December 2, by a vote of



359–64. Then, on December 9, the
Senate voted 85–12 to approve the
report.
Most importantly for the historical

community, the new law—the Every
Student Succeeds Act (ESSA)—restores
targeted federal funding for K–12
history and civics education. NCH and
the coalition’s member organizations
have engaged in advocacy efforts for
nearly five years to achieve this goal.
Given the elimination of federal funding
for over 60 programs in the bill,
restoration of funding for history
education is a major accomplishment.
ESSA includes four sections that

provide funding streams for K–12



history and civics education. Two
sections are specifically earmarked for
those subjects and two sections establish
grant programs in which the subjects are
eligible for competitive funding.

Sec. 2232: Presidential and
Congressional Academies for
American History and Civics—
Establishes competitive grant
programs for nonprofit organizations
to run intensive, two- to six-week-
long academies in American history,
civics, and government for high
school students and for teachers.
Sec. 2233: National Activities—
Creates a competitive grant program
for nonprofit organizations and



institutions of higher education to
develop and disseminate innovative
approaches to offering high-quality
instruction in American history,
civics, government, and geography
for underserved students. This
program could be used to fund
professional development for
teachers.
Sec. 4107: Well-Rounded
Educational Opportunities—
Provides competitive funding from
states to Local Education Agencies
(LEAs) to provide students a “well-
rounded education.” LEAs can
choose from a list of subjects that



specifically includes history, civics,
economics, and geography.
Section 4611: Education Innovation
and Research—Creates a new
research and innovation fund that
allows LEAs, in conjunction with
nonprofit organizations, to apply for
funding to create, implement,
replicate, or take to scale
entrepreneurial, evidence-based,
field- initiated innovations to improve
student achievement and attainment
for high-need students. Innovations
in teaching civics, history, and social
studies are eligible for grants.
NCH is already working to ensure that

the new programs authorized in the law
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are funded during the fiscal year (FY)
2017 congressional appropriations
process.

Fiscal Year 2016 Federal
Funding for History-Related

Agencies and Programs
n December 18, Congress
approved a $1.15 trillion

omnibus appropriations bill that will
fund the federal government for the rest
of FY ’16. Several positive developments
came from the bill. For example, the
National Endowment for the
Humanities budget was increased for
the first time in six years, by $2 million,
up to $148 million. And potentially



severe cuts in the Title VI/Fulbright-
Hays International Education programs
were defeated.
Of particular note is the level funding

received by the National Historical
Publications and Records Commission
(NHPRC) this fiscal year. The original
appropriations bill considered in the
House Financial Services and General
Government Appropriations
Subcommittee would have cut
NHPRC’s FY ’16 budget by 40
percent, from $5 million in FY ’15 to
$3 million. The situation allowed NCH
to use the contacts gained from the
Congressional History Caucus (see
below), and the cut was rescinded at the
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House Appropriations Committee
markup. NHPRC was the only
program in the entire bill to have
funding restored.
As we have argued before, the fact that

Congress did not go so far as to cut
funding for our interests is a true
victory, given today’s budget climate.

NCH Submits Comments on
Human Subjects Research in

HHS Rule
n September, the US Department of
Health and Human Services (HHS)

and 15 other federal departments and
agencies announced that they were
considering revisions to the regulations



for the protection of human subjects in
research.
The proposed rule specified “oral

history, journalism, biography, and
historical scholarship activities that focus
directly on the specific individuals about
whom the information is collected” as
potentially exempt from “the scope of
the Common Rule” (that is, the
requirement that institutional review
boards approve all research involving
human subjects). The
recommendations also acknowledged
that oral history, and historical studies
in general, already employ well- -
developed codes of ethical conduct.
Finally, the draft rule recognized the



importance and value of identifying
individual historical actors in history;
IRBs often require human subjects to
be given anonymity.
The Oral History Association’s (OHA)

executive director, the late Clifford
Kuhn, took the lead in preparing draft
comments on the proposed rule. The
comments strongly endorsed the
recommendation to exclude oral history
from the Common Rule. NCH used
the OHA’s paper as the basis for a letter
submitted to the HHS on October 30
(see http://historycoalition.org/wp-
content/uploads/2015/10/NCH-HHS-
Human-Subjects-Proposed-Rule-10-
30-15.pdf).



I
National Women’s History

Museum Commission
n December 2014, President Obama
signed legislation establishing a

commission to study the potential
creation of a National Women’s History
Museum. In 2015, the panel’s
members were appointed, and they are
now ramping up the commission’s
activities. They recently launched a
website and social media presence
(www.womenshistorycommission.org).
The commission is tasked with
submitting a report to the president and
Congress by no later than November
18, 2016.



The commission has solicited input
from leading authorities and experts on
women’s history, professionals from the
museum and curatorial fields,
prominent American women, and
influential women’s organizations from
across the country. A “scholar’s
summit” was held in January. I recently
met with the commission’s executive
director and research director and
expressed NCH’s interest in assisting in
whatever way we can in its work.

Congressional History
Caucus

hroughout 2015 NCH worked to
recruit members to the Congressional



THistory Caucus and assist it in its
mission of promoting history on
Capitol Hill. We currently have 23

members in the House caucus, an
increase from the end of the last session.
Our website (historycoalition.org)

includes a “how-to” page to allow NCH
organizations and their members to
recruit members of Congress to the
caucus. We continued to promote the
“Dear Colleague” letter urging
representatives to join the caucus. Every
House office was contacted at least once
by an NCH staff member. NCH
member organizations sent solicitations
to their constituents urging them to
contact their congressional



representative to have them join. More
information on the History Caucus can
be found at
historycoalition.org/congressional-
history-caucus.
NCH anticipates an equally productive

2016. Stay tuned.

Lee White is executive director of the
National Coalition for History.

http://historycoalition.org/congressional-history-caucus/
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W(h)ither the US
History Survey?

Tony Fels
s the United States history survey
an endangered species? It is at my
school, the University of San

Francisco (USF), and there is evidence
that other colleges and universities face a
similar peril.
At USF, a four-year liberal arts

university, history majors who are
concentrating in US history can now



graduate without taking the traditional,
comprehensive US history survey
course. They may still take the survey,
but they can also choose from a menu
of other offerings that include African
American history, Asian American
history, and a course on “citizenship” (a
study of social movements for equality,
from the American Revolution to the
present). Likely to be added to the
menu, if department trends continue,
are courses on Latinos in US history and
the history of American women.
Proponents at USF defend these

innovations in openly political terms.
They say that most history majors
already know the basics of US history—



by which they mean the history of the
country’s white male elite—before these
students come to college, so instead
majors need to focus on the experiences
of subordinate groups in American
society. These faculty deride the idea
that any introductory course could be
“comprehensive,” which they see as a
smokescreen for teaching American
“exceptionalism.” They evince no
concern that a US-focused history major
might graduate with little college-level
knowledge of the colonial era, the
American Revolution, the Constitution,
political parties, the Civil War,
industrialization, European immigrant
groups, reform movements, or the



nation’s foreign policy, except as these
developments impinged on the histories
of minority racial groups or women.
For those old enough to remember,

such attitudes sound like a throwback to
the history wars of the 1970s and
1980s. Remarkably, the contemporary
burst of radicalism takes no account of
how much has since changed in the
teaching of history. Survey textbooks
and course syllabi now routinely
incorporate the histories of minority
groups and women within their central
subject matter. They integrate social,
economic, and cultural history into
political narratives and analyses. They
place domestic events into a global



context. No faculty member at our
university or at any college I know of
teaches according to the “straw”
characteristics alleged by the new
radicals. Ironically, it is probably chiefly
at those high schools and occasional
colleges where the use of Howard
Zinn’s A People’s History of the United
States has become the norm that
students are receiving a one-sided view
of the country’s history—and this view
is biased in the direction of the left, not
the center or right.



A quick look at the history department
websites of 21 other schools, selected at
random in the year 2014–15, suggests

Wikimedia Commons

Stamped out? At some places, the US history
survey is no longer required of majors who
concentrate in US history.



that a similar trend away from the US
introductory survey may be afoot
elsewhere, although these websites reveal
nothing of the reasoning involved. At
the traditional end of the spectrum, one
group of schools (Univ. of California,
Berkeley; San Francisco State Univ.;
Rutgers Univ.–New Brunswick; Univ.
of Chicago; and Boston Coll.) requires
or strongly recommends that all of their
history majors—not just those with a
US concentration—take at least one part
of the US survey. Strikingly, three of
these five are public institutions. A
second group (Stanford Univ. and
Pomona Coll.) similarly requires or
strongly recommends that their US-



focused majors take at least one part of
the survey. A third group of schools
(Amherst Coll., Princeton Univ., Univ.
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill,
Carleton Coll., and Emory Univ.), like
USF, structures majors around regional
concentrations (there may be
nonregional concentrations as well) that
include US history but do not require
the US-focused students to take a
comprehensive introductory survey in
their subfield. Then there is a fourth
group of schools (Georgetown Univ.,
Yale Univ., Univ. of Michigan, Harvard
Univ., Saint Mary’s Coll. of California,
Santa Clara Univ., Macalester Coll.,
Boston Univ., and Univ. of



Pennsylvania) that has moved away
from concentrations for their student
majors. These schools typically employ
both more minimal and more varied
distributional requirements within the
major; the only internal requirement is
the need to include courses from a
variety of regions and time periods.
Certainly it would be necessary to

examine each of these departments
closely and talk to faculty members
involved in order to draw solid
generalizations about what has
motivated this turn away from the
introductory survey. I don’t think that
the recent decline in undergraduate
enrollments in the humanities, history



included, is a likely cause, since the
withering of the introductory survey has
been underway for a number of years
now. At my school, it began in 2010,
and Louis Menand, in his enlightening
history of curricular changes in the
modern university, The Marketplace of
Ideas (Norton, 2010), places the start of
this development more than two
decades earlier. Indeed, it might be that
a larger pedagogical trend—politicizing
the study of history along left-wing lines
—has contributed both to the decline in
history majors and the falling trajectory
of the survey course. I would
hypothesize that faculty members’
ideological interests are driving a



reaction against the traditional
composition of historical knowledge,
devaluing the very idea of laying a
foundation of commonly accepted facts
and interpretations for students.

Some faculty deride the idea that
any introductory course could be
“comprehensive,” which they see

as a smokescreen for teaching
American “exceptionalism.”

I suspect that these developments have
gone furthest within the teaching of US
history. This new ideological extremism
threatens to do lasting damage to the



teaching of college-level American
history, producing graduates with little
to no acquaintance with the central
institutions that have shaped the
country’s history. At USF, where 5 of
the 11 major courses typically lie within
the student’s geographic concentration,
a US-focused history major might begin
with African American history, take
three upper-division courses on US
popular culture, California history, and
the history of American women’s
political activism, and then complete the
requirement with a seminar on Native
American history. For those history
faculties that have not jettisoned regional
concentrations altogether, it is doubtful



that professors in European history or
other geographic concentrations, out of
concern for upholding high academic
standards, would permit a similar
narrowing of their own pedagogical
fields. Yet many of these same
professors—at least at my university—
have acquiesced in the political alteration
of the US field. They appear to do so
for reasons of their own ideological
leanings, which they seem to think may
be indulged for the teaching of US
subjects, or else out of fear of standing
up against the current tide within the
profession.
In The Marketplace of Ideas, Menand

suggests that the disappearance of an



introductory course indicates “a
symptom of uncertainty about the
essential character of a discipline” (p.
88). Elsewhere in his book, however, he
appears mostly sanguine about the
breakdown of pre-1970 disciplinary
norms. But if the liberal consensus of
the pre-1970 years has now simply
been replaced by a new left-wing
consensus, hostile to the very ideas of
broad coverage and balance in teaching,
I’d say we’ve taken a step backward in
providing students with the advantages
a historical education can offer.

Tony Fels is associate professor of history at
the University of San Francisco.









“T

Argument by
Other Means
Toward an
Intellectual History
of Academic
Administration

Peter N. Miller
he Administration of Serendipity.”
When I saw the title of the lecture

in November 2013, I knew it would be
a great one. Joachim Nettelbeck, the
legendary founding secretary-general of



the Wissenschaftskolleg zu
Berlin/Institute of Advanced Study, had
agreed to present an outline of how to
run a research institute. Nettelbeck
believed that good administration meant
working to create the seemingly
spontaneous conditions for intellectual
combustion. In a way, he was suggesting
that, like the Renaissance courtier, the
ideal administrator possessed a kind of
sprezzatura, making complicated, long-
planned maneuvers—or complicated
meetings—look simple and effortless.
Of course, you might say, the director

of a research institute has an impact on
research. But the “serendipity” extends
much further. The fact is that all



academic administrators can and do
shape fields of scholarship by way of
appointments, budget allocation,
programming, and just plain keeping a
thumb on the scale. Sometimes—and
maybe even most of the time—there
may be little in these micro-decisions
beyond local, even venal, necessity. But
that does not mean that administration
cannot have in it a set of intellectual
ambitions.
So here is the main point: with all the

different kinds of history we practice,
there is still no intellectual history of
academic administration—no awareness
that administrators might intend their
actions as argument by other means,



might see their work as creating not just
discrete possibilities for others’ inquiries,
but whole fields of inquiry.



For example, Fritz Saxl is well known
today as an art historian and a leading
figure in the circle of Aby Warburg,

Courtesy of the Warburg Institute

Fritz Saxl played a critical role in
protecting the Warburg Institute
from the Nazis.



which also included the art historian
Erwin Panofsky and the philosopher
Ernst Cassirer. His erudition is
awesome and his essays whirlwind tours
of iconographic dexterity.1 Saxl was also
the second director of the Warburg
Institute, and, with Gertrud Bing, he
masterminded the rescue of the institute
and its library from the Nazis in 1933.
But only those who have themselves
done research on Warburg know also
that in the 1920s, while Warburg was
being treated in a sanatorium, Saxl ran
the institute (known then as the
Kulturwissenschaftliche Bibliothek
Warburg) in Hamburg. As the acting
director, it was Saxl who initiated the

from the Nazis.



series of evening lectures and the
publications, both the yearbook and the
book series, that created a public for the
innovative scholarship associated with
Warburg and his circle and laid the
foundation for the future. (Of course,
Warburg himself, when he returned as
director, played a central role in the
design of the library’s new building and
in the development of new technologies
of teaching and display, among other
details of technical administration.)
Saxl was a great scholar. What little we

know of him as an administrator derives
mostly from his fame as a professor and
his proximity to Warburg. Clemens
Heller, however, was not a great scholar,



though he did have a PhD in economic
history. He made his career through a
close working relationship with his good
friend Fernand Braudel. From around
1950, when he arrived in Paris from
Salzburg, he held various positions
within the Sixth Section of the École
Pratique des Hautes Études, particularly
its Centre de Recherches Historiques.
Heller was the École’s, and Braudel’s,
diplomat-in-chief. It was Heller, for
instance, who served as the principal
liaison with the American foundations
whose support helped Braudel turn the
Sixth Section into the École des Hautes
Études en Sciences Sociales and then
gave it the particular form of the Maison



des Sciences de l’Homme. He followed
Braudel as its second president (1986–
92).
This may sound like an administrative

career, pure and simple, however dusted
with genius it might have been. But
Heller’s work as an administrator went
much, much deeper into the world of
ideas. We can catch a glimpse of this
through the keyhole provided by the
preservation of his personal papers, a
large portion of which are organized by
country. The different dossiers contain
records of Heller’s academic diplomacy
around the world. The folder marked
“Israel,” for instance, contains the letters
Heller exchanged with S. D. Goitein,



the great scholar of the Cairo Geniza.2

But in 1954, when Heller sought out
Goitein through the mail, the latter had
written just one article on the merchants
of medieval India whose letters were
found in the Geniza. Heller read the
article and immediately wrote to him,
offering to publish it in one of the book
series that his friend Braudel directed
through the Centre de Recherches
Historiques. For the next decade, Heller
engaged Goitein in a series of
discussions about the scope of his
project, its articulation, and its best
form. Without Heller, there would have
been no Mediterranean Society, Goitein’s
five-volume magnum opus, even if this



was not exactly Heller’s preferred
outcome. But the point is that an
administrator without an academic’s
knowledge, or an academic without an
administrator’s ability to translate ideas
into planning, funding, and
implementation, could not have made
all this happen.
The Heller archive also sheds light on

Braudel, particularly on his work as an
administrator—an aspect of his career
that has gotten virtually no attention.
Here, the question is necessarily
somewhat different: how might what we
learn about Braudel the administrator
change what we think of Braudel the
historian? The answer, I think, is



significant. The Braudel of the two great
multivolume works The Mediterranean
and the Mediterranean World in the Age of
Philip II and Civilization and Capitalism
15th–18th Century is a historian of the
macro scale. At the level of the sound
bite, the takeaway is his word picture of
the lives of men as equivalent to the
froth on the waves of the ever-rolling,
ever-shifting sea. But the Braudel of the
Heller papers doesn’t just act like
someone who believed that individuals
can make history; he actually supported
intellectual projects that made this
argument. The two book series he
directed—in which, for example, Heller
proposed Goitein publish his Geniza



work—were devoted to individual lives
on a day-to-day basis.
So why do we know so little about the

work of people like Heller? Why do we
not study the intellectual history of
academic administration? Part of the
answer is surely structural. Like doing
the cultural history of the material
world, an intellectual history of an
institutional structure crosses one of the
fundamental fault lines of academic
history. On one side lie studies that
focus on individuals and their thoughts
and actions. On the other lie works that
bring attention to impersonal structures
and slowly moving collectivities. Then
there is the university’s own emphasis



on “pure” or disciplinary knowledge,
rather than “applied” learning.
Administration is nothing but applied
learning.
There is also a personal element. Many

professors seem to show a sniffiness
toward administration and
administrators. It’s simply not seen as
an intellectual operation—few would
compare being a dean to, say, being an
astronomer or even a clinical
psychologist—and those who do it are
often seen as inferior to those who
remain in full-time teaching and
research positions. In the deep, dark
collective psyche of universities,
administrators have ceased to be



scholars, and scholarship is the coin of
the realm. As to why the administrators
don’t themselves write the history of
academic administration, aside from the
endemic shortage of time in the day—
we can’t all be John Boyer, who wrote
16 monographs on the history of the
college at the University of Chicago
during his 20 years as dean, and just
published a very long narrative history
—there may even be a kind of bad
conscience at work that prevents them
from seeing the intellectual side of what
many consider their day job.3

An administrator without an
academic’s knowledge, or an



academic without an
administrator’s ability to

translate ideas into planning,
funding, and implementation,
could not have made all this

happen.

If all this is true, why imagine the
possibility of a new focus of historical
research? Well, for one thing, there’s
always a need for new topics to feed the
future. But much more importantly, we
are living through a moment when not
inter- but cross-disciplinarity seems to
offer real possibilities. If the history



department at Stanford University offers
a joint program with computer science
(to point to only the most extreme of
these couplings), there’s no reason why
intellectual history can’t link up with
administrative history. Even more to the
point, with all the pressure straining the
link between higher education and the
humanities, it’s hard to deny that what
administrators do and say actually
matters. As in all crises, people turn
back to the past to understand how we
got here and how we have managed
similar crises. That the university has
survived for 800 years—arguably the
single most successful European



institution—is testament to its ability to
adapt to changing times.
But “universities” didn’t adapt: the

people who ran them made decisions to
shape and reshape curricula, which, at a
distance in time, reads as adaptation. If
an intellectual history of academic
administration helps us understand
13th-century Oxford, 17th-century
Padua, and 20th-century Paris, it may
also be a useful tool for understanding
the changing university of the 21st
century.

Peter N. Miller is dean of Bard Graduate
Center in New York City.

Notes



1. A full bibliography can be accessed
through the online catalog of the
Warburg Institute,
http://catalogue.ulrls.lon.ac.uk/search/?
searchtype=a&searcharg=saxl+fritz&searchscope=12&SORT=A&Submit.x=0&Submit.y=0.
2. Studied in Peter N. Miller, “Two
Men in a Boat: The Braudel-Goitein
‘Correspondence’ and the History of
Thalassography,” The Sea:
Thalassography and Historiography, ed.
Miller (Ann Arbor: Univ. of Michigan
Press, 2013), 27–59; idem, “From
Spain to India Becomes A Mediterranean
Society: The Braudel-Goitein
‘Correspondence’ Part II,” Mitteilungen
des Kunsthistorischen Institutes in Florenz
56 (2014): 112–35.



3. Boyer’s “Occasional Papers on
Higher Education” can be found at
https://college.uchicago.edu/about/publications
see also The University of Chicago: A
History (Chicago: Univ. of Chicago
Press, 2015).

https://college.uchicago.edu/about/publications
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Beyond First-
Day Jitters
Teaching While
Introverted, Shy, or
Both

Erika Vause
’d guess that many academic
historians consider themselves
introverts. Deciphering the past can

be a solitary pursuit, rewarding those



who enjoy the long, lonely hours that
poring over archival documents
demands. Many of us were attracted to
this profession in part because of the
freedom to work alone that it allows. Yet
teaching, which is a critical part of being
a historian, requires sustained
interaction with students in large and
small groups and one on one. At many
institutions, teaching is valued as much
as research, and teaching loads can be
steep. Even at research-oriented
institutions, high-quality teaching is
increasingly viewed as a vital factor in
attracting and retaining majors and in
demonstrating the importance of the
humanities to the general public.



Although some historians enjoy
teaching the minute they step into a
classroom, others are intimidated or
easily exhausted by its performative
aspect. So how can introverts and shy
people— especially those just starting
their teaching careers—learn to love the
people-oriented parts of our profession?
When I was a doctoral student at the

University of Chicago, I never would
have expected that I would find teaching
the most immediately rewarding part of
my job. Deeply attached to research, as
many graduate students are, I dreaded
the prospect of standing in front of a
class and talking, which is how I first
imagined teaching. Subject to



inexplicable bouts of stage fright at
inconvenient times, I visualized myself
stuttering and withering under the
scornful eyes of my undergraduates. I
prepared for hours prior to my first
class, which I taught as a graduate
instructor. It went well, yet I doubted
that I could repeat the performance on a
regular basis. After an hour in front of a
class, I promptly returned home to
recuperate with a six-hour nap.
Although the anticipated breakdown
never occurred, it took my first year of a
full-time job, teaching a 4-4 load with
three classes back-to-back, before I
could say that I felt reasonably confident
in front of a classroom. It was at this



time that I also realized how much I
enjoyed teaching. The slight bout of
nerves I still feel every time I start class
for the day no longer intimidates me.
Rather, it energizes me. Today, working
at a small, teaching-oriented institution,
the idea of not spending those hours in
front of a class every day seems
unimaginable. But how can one go
from anxiety to excitement, from dread
to joy?
It pays to think deeply about the roots

of these anxieties. While frequently
confused, introversion and shyness pose
different challenges in the classroom.
Introversion means deriving energy
from being alone rather than with



others. Shyness refers to reticence often
inspired by anxiety. So get to know
yourself a bit. Do you have stage fright
at the thought of lecturing to 40 eager
(or, worse, unengaged) undergraduates?
Do you have an easier time interacting
with students one-on-one or in small
groups than as a whole class? Are you
rarely anxious about teaching but
become so worn out that you need to
retreat to your office pronto to recharge?
Introverts may have no trouble in front
of an audience, but can become
fatigued, overwhelmed, or irritable if
they cannot get time alone. Shy people,
on the other hand, might crave
interaction with their students but suffer



intense anxiety about how they will be
judged. Knowing exactly what elements
of teaching seem most against the grain
for you can help you plan a strategy to
manage them. For introverts, this might
entail making certain that you schedule
parts of your day—whether inside or
outside the office—that are off-limits to
colleagues, students, and others. For the
shy, this might mean finding activities
outside work that encourage participants
to come out of their shells. For example,
those who feel nervous about speaking
might join rotary clubs or acting groups,
or really any association where members
are encouraged to express themselves in
a supportive environment.



Many people, myself included, are
both shy and introverted. Throw in an
unhealthy dose of impostor syndrome
—fear of being exposed as a fraud,
which is rife among young academics—
and a recipe for paralyzing anxiety might
emerge. Realizing one’s potential as a
teacher in these cases requires working
with rather than against one’s natural
tendencies. Introverts should not expect
to comfortably interact with people all
day with no time to themselves. Shy
people need to pay attention to their
deep sense of vulnerability in social
situations. Yet for both the introverted
and the shy, a passion for creating and
disseminating knowledge can help guide



us out of a “default” position to avoid
potentially disturbing encounters with
people.



The key lies in rethinking what we
Em McQuillan/The Danny Kaye and Silvia Fine Collection, Library of Congress



The key lies in rethinking what we
imagine ourselves to be doing in relation
to our students. For example, the shy
and the introverted alike can embrace
newer pedagogical philosophies that
move away from the lecture and
reconsider what it means to teach. We
don’t have to equate teaching with
standing in front of people and talking.
Our profession, fortunately, allows us a
great deal of flexibility in choosing the
best approaches to managing our own
needs while playing to our strengths.
Through practice, we can find those
classroom activities that bring out our
most effective and passionate sides while
minimizing strategies that are less

A young Danny Kaye could play shyness for laughs, but what’s a
professor to do?



effective for us and consequently for our
students. A re-envisioned lecture can be
much less stressful. Instead of
conceptualizing oneself as a teacher, one
can instead concentrate on the two other
parts of the equation: the subject matter
and the students. For some academics,
focusing on a subject, particularly one
that excites them, can defray the
exhaustion or anxiety that can
accompany anticipation of such a
stimulating social environment. For
other academics, concentrating on
student learning as an individual activity
—perhaps by picking a single student in
every class and imagining what he or she
may be getting from the teaching—



might take away from the overwhelming
sense of being followed by dozens of
eyes.
Indeed, the greatest advantage for

introverts and shy academics in an era
when we are increasingly told to focus
on teaching is that teaching itself is
changing in ways that can play to the
strengths of the quiet and the reserved.
Replacing the “sage on the stage” with
the “guide on the side,” as the
injunction goes, can come naturally to
teachers who aren’t comfortable in the
limelight. Indeed, listening, planning
group and individual activities, and
guiding discussion are replacing the
traditional emphasis on the professor as



the font of classroom knowledge.
Reserved and introverted professors
often find these skills easier to hone.
Surprisingly, our anxieties can also come
in handy. One of the unexpected
benefits of my initial apprehension
about teaching has been learning to
empathize with and help students who
are reluctant to participate in class
discussion or who struggle with
presentations. Using my own struggles
with the social aspects of my job, I help
students devise plans for tackling
whatever prevents them from expressing
themselves openly in class.



Many people are both shy and
introverted. Throw in a dose of
impostor syndrome, and a recipe

for paralyzing anxiety might
emerge.

Ultimately, perhaps the biggest obstacle
for introverts and shy people in
embracing and enjoying teaching is the
perception that they cannot enjoy or be
good at teaching. Rather, for introverts
as well as extroverts, the shy as well as
the confident, good teaching requires
deep knowledge of one’s own strengths
and weaknesses as well as a thorough



understanding of one’s goals for student
learning. By balancing personal
strengths with the demands of the
classroom and ensuring that time is left
for adequate self-care, shy and
introverted scholars can develop a
teaching voice just as they develop a
writing voice. Even if this is a voice that
would generally prefer silence.

Erika Vause is assistant professor of
European history at Florida Southern
College in Lakeland, Florida. A historian
of 19th-century France, over the years she
has come to enjoy teaching a broad array of
historical eras and topics.



Perspectives
Paparazzi
Chasing Ideas at
the 2016 Annual
Meeting’s Poster
Session

Elizabeth Elliott
Photographs by Marc
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S
ix degrees of separation. Dietary advice.
Romance in the era of suffrage.
For the scholars at Poster Session
3 of the AHA’s 130th annual

meeting, these words were not tidbits of
gossip, but ideas at the forefront of
historical research. It’s no secret why
participation in the annual meeting’s
most interactive research format is
growing every year. The poster session
provides an accessible platform for the
innovative and the unconventional.
Here’s what happened when a spectator
went table-hopping at this popular
event.



Evita’s Ephemera Thomas
Brinkerhoff jetted to Argentinian
archives to retrieve the striking
imagery—children’s readers,
magazines, textbooks, and
pamphlets—for his poster. This

Location, Location, Location
Lucy Barnhouse of Fordham
University matched outfit to
poster as she prepped her
display on the socio-spatial
location of hospitals in the late
medieval Rhineland. As a first-
time presenter, Barnhouse
relished the opportunity to build
skills in mapping and to present
her research visually for an
audience that extended far
beyond her specialization. She ll



pamphlets—for his poster. This
memorabilia incorporated children
—“the only privileged Argentines,”
according to first lady Eva Perón—
into the political machinery of the
Peronist party. The University of
Pennsylvania graduate student
used the materials to reveal how
states produce knowledge to control
consciousness. Brinkerhoff showed
no signs of fatigue during his
presentation, despite having a busy
weekend as one of the newest and
youngest participants in the Tuning
project’s Workshop on
Undergraduate Teaching.

No Vote, No Kiss! For Jessica
Derleth of Binghamton University,
one poster could hardly contain the
myriad images she’s uncovered on

beyond her specialization. She ll
soon delve deeper into medical
history with an enticing new
project: a survey of medieval
medical recipes.

Like Old Times? AnneMarie
Brosnan (left) and Rachel Deale
shared a laugh as they took a quick
break from their neighboring
presentations. Both women’s
research focused on understudied
themes from Civil War and
Reconstruction-era history.
Brosnan, a PhD student from
Ireland’s Mary Immaculate College,
used North Carolina as a case
study for analyzing textbooks found
in southern freedmen’s schools from



myriad images she’s uncovered on
the effect of women’s suffrage on
love and marriage. One Valentine’s
card depicts a young girl telling a
bashful boy, “I may look like a
demure little miss, But this I’ll say,
‘No vote, no kiss.’” Derleth’s
collection illustrated how suffragists
responded to gendered attacks
during their campaign for the vote.
To counter claims that they were
unfeminine or anti-marriage,
suffragists hosted events such as
“married couple’s days,” inviting
supportive husbands to stand on
stage with them at rallies.

Data-Rich and Famous The
University of Southern California’s
Nicholas Gliserman drew a large
crowd to his poster, which
documented the process of creating
a geodatabase from a data-rich
17th-century map of Quebec.
Central to his work is
“georectification,” a process by
which computer software warps a
historical map to fit a present-day
map. What’s next? A geographic
portrait of North America. Said
Gliserman, “I’m going to take
multiple maps and put them in the
same geodatabase in order to
cross-reference them.”

in southern freedmen’s schools from
1865 to 1876. Drawing heavily on
her own background as a former
schoolteacher, she demonstrated
how a range of curricular materials
depicted black Americans in
profoundly racist ways.

The cornerstone of Deale’s poster
was a bright map with a bold
message. Illustrating the
widespread locations of federal
property seizures in the South from
December 1860 to April 1861, the
University of Alabama scholar
argued that the Civil War began
long before the firing on Fort
Sumter. Previous scholarship, she
contended, has ignored the capture
of federal property and the erosion
of federal authority in the South prior
to the Sumter crisis.

The New Fad Dietary Advice
Christian James came from a
different background than many of
the other poster presenters, working
under a student fellowship at the
National Agricultural Library. In
response to popular and
professional interest in food history,



cross-reference them.”

Six Degrees of Kevin Bacon
Which inhabitants of early modern
Britain would have “friended” one
another? That’s exactly what
Carnegie Mellon University’s
Jessica Marie Otis sought to answer
with “Six Degrees of Francis Bacon
(SDFB),” a digital humanities
project reconstructing the historical
relationships of early modern Britain
through a combination of statistical
analysis of texts and
crowdsourcing. Using the Oxford
Dictionary of National Biography,
Otis helped construct a preliminary
social network website of over
13,000 early modern figures and
170,000 relationships. Next up is an
“add-a-thon” event, which will bring
contributors together to add more
women to the network.

Dignity Prevails Looking at
Mexican American history through a
gendered lens, the University of
Michigan’s ToniAnn Treviño
showed how Depression-era
Mexican women in the United
States conspired to forge rights
claims during repatriation
campaigns. The poster included
visual sources such as letters
submitted by Mexican women to the

professional interest in food history,
the library is collecting and
digitizing publications on dietary
advice into a single online tool, the
Historical Dietary Guidance Digital
Collection. James presented a brief
history of federal dietary guidance
and demonstrated the collection’s
utility as a resource for further
research and education.



women to the network.
submitted by Mexican women to the
Texas governor’s office and maps
that showed Border Patrol offices
and Mexican consulate locations in
relation to one another. Any plans to
publish yet? Treviño replied, “I’m
still trying to figure out how that
works!”
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The Work of
Historians
Lessons on
Networking, Stories,
and Perished
Parrots at Columbia

Emily Swafford
ow that’s what I call a dead
parrot!” exclaims an exasperated



John Cleese, demanding a refund for
the purchase of the deceased bird from a
shady pet shop owner, played by
Michael Palin. In a sketch familiar to
fans of Monty Python’s Flying Circus,
Cleese engages in ever more exaggerated
antics to make his point: “This is a late
parrot.” But according to Harvard
University’s Jill Lepore, the quip also
speaks to the power of the stories we tell
as historians and the importance of the
work we do. Whether a dead parrot is
just a dead parrot or signifies something
more, it is the story we tell that makes
the difference.
As the keynote speaker at January’s

“High-Stakes History: The Many



Conversations of History,” sponsored
by graduate students at Columbia
University, Lepore drew on her
experience writing for the New Yorker
and on other public-facing history to
engage the audience in a discussion of
the power of narrative. This theme ran
through many of the panels that
followed, as conversations explored the
variety of careers trained historians enjoy
and what it means to engage in historical
work.
A project of History in Action (one of

the four AHA Career Diversity for
Historians pilot programs), “High-
Stakes History” attracted more than 160
attendees, including graduate students



from more than 20 colleges and
universities in the region. The two-day
conference was organized by Columbia
history graduate students Caroline
Marris and Jake Purcell, with support
from faculty directors Rebecca Kobrin
and Karl Jacoby.
The conference kicked off with a

networking and informational event,
bringing graduate students together
with professionals representing careers
in publishing, museums, archives,
businesses, and nonprofits, working in
locations from New York to
Washington, DC. Over coffee and
bagels, attendees chatted animatedly
about career paths and choices,



demonstrating graduate students’ thirst
for knowledge about work life beyond
the academy, not to mention the
eagerness of historians in a variety of
industries to share their experiences.
The event reaffirmed a central impulse
behind Career Diversity: building a
community of historians who work
beyond the professoriate. Their
enthusiasm to mentor the next
generation of historians is seemingly
unflagging, and the dozens of historians
registered with AHA Career Contacts, a
Career Diversity service that arranges
low-stakes informational interviews,
only reinforce this spirit.



The “High-Stakes History” panels
placed historians and history in broad
professional and cultural contexts, from
politics and activism to pop history and
entertainment. Some panels featured
history PhDs working at the intersection

Caroline Marris

History PhDs Michael Hill (ETS) and Rachel
Bernard (right, of the ACLS) advise a “High-
Stakes History” attendee about careers.



of history and other disciplines, while
others showcased employment outside
the academy. Still others included
nonhistorians commenting on the role
history and historians play in their
work. For example, Merlin
Chowkwanyun, from Columbia’s
Mailman School of Public Health,
spoke about how his team’s efforts in
public health use history. The team is
compiling a database of “toxic
documents”—corporate records drawn
from publicly available lawsuits detailing
the health hazards of tobacco and other
harmful substances. Like many
historians working with digital versions
of historical documents, Chowkwanyun



also struggled with making the text
legible and creating usable metadata.
Historian Edda Fields-Black described
her collaboration with artists in
composing The Requiem for Rice as well
as how it grew out of her scholarly work
and family history. Television producer
Mellissa Betts offered another highlight
by analyzing her work on the show Who
Do You Think You Are? Other panels
presented ongoing work at the Brooklyn
Historical Society, the Institute for
Policy Studies, the International
Coalition of Sites of Conscience, and
Slate. (A full list of speakers can be
found at
http://historyinaction.columbia.edu/programs/



stakes-history-the-many-conversations-
the-historian-january-2016/.)
“High-Stakes History” also revealed

that Columbia graduate students are
already redefining historical work, as
recipients of History in Action Project
Awards (HAPA) and History in Action
Research Awards (HARA). An
innovative feature of History in Action,
HAPA and HARA grants are funded in
part by reallocating graduate
assistantships to internships or research
projects that engage with Career
Diversity’s “five skills”: communication,
collaboration, quantitative literacy,
intellectual self-confidence, and digital
engagement. Columbia’s Maria John



described her collaborative work in
developing K–12 local history curricula
with nearby schools as part of the South
El Monte Arts Posse, whose previous
projects include the award- winning
“East of East: Mapping Community
Narratives” (semapeastofeast.com).
Brianna Nofil presented on co-writing
(with conference organizer Jake Purcell)
a piece for the online magazine Atlas
Obscura about medieval buildings
transplanted, sometimes illegally, from
Europe to the United States in the early
20th century
(atlasobscura.com/articles/in-the-early-
1900s-dozens-of-centuries-old-
european-buildings-came-to-america-

http://semapeastofeast.com/
http://www.atlasobscura.com/articles/in-the-early-1900s-dozens-of-centuriesold-european-buildings-came-to-america-where-is-medieval-america-now


where-is-medieval-america-now).
Columbia students have also done work
at the Brooklyn Historical Society, the
Mayor’s Office of Immigrant Affairs,
and the Columbia Rare Book and
Manuscript Library, to name a few.
Two sessions highlighted the AHA’s

role in driving the conversation about
the purpose of a doctoral education in
history. At a lunch roundtable,
representatives from the four Career
Diversity pilot programs reported on
their activities and achievements,
without ignoring ongoing challenges.
Their efforts to build community
within and beyond their departments
often include organizing low-stakes



interactions, such as the history hikes
popular at UCLA, or drop-in office
hours and graduate student workshops.
Kicking off day two, representatives of

the AHA and the Modern Language
Association (whose Connected
Academics project parallels Career
Diversity) addressed several critical
issues, including what’s at stake when
humanists are absent from the “working
world” and when the issues of the
“working world” are absent from
graduate education. The two graduate
student panelists also highlighted
connections between their intellectual
interests and their participation in



History in Action and Connected
Academics.
But what does any of this have to do

with Monty Python and a dead parrot?
It all comes back to a story. In her
keynote, Lepore spoke about writing in
the New Yorker about fears of a parrot
fever pandemic that gripped the United
States in the early 20th century. The
scare—and scientists’ response—led to
the establishment of the National
Institutes of Health. In similar fashion,
because Lepore researched and wrote
her article during the “swine flu”
outbreak a few years ago, the article was
assigned reading for the workers at the
Centers for Disease Control as an



example of the unintended
consequences—in this case, a wave of
parrot killings—that can accompany
mass panic over disease.

At the panel “History and Science,” from left:
Deborah Coen, Stuart Firestein, Merlin
Chowkwanyun, Joel Fry, and Erika Goldman.

The power of stories, of narrative,
emerged as a central theme of the
conference, especially the relationship



between history and storytelling and the
power of narrative to convey
information and mobilize communities.
This is an easy task for historians to
embrace. It’s easy to see the appeal of
making good historical dramas, of
helping communities work through
troubled pasts, or preserving artifacts of
subaltern stories that might be lost. All
of this is important work and, one could
argue, innately interesting to anyone
who chooses to complete graduate work
in history.
Written between the lines of this work

lies another challenge, one that is
tempting to overlook in our excitement
about sharing our knowledge of the



past: how to validate the work of
historians that doesn’t look like history,
that might not relate to dissertation
topics, or lead to book projects or even
articles in the New Yorker. It’s the
importance of the historian in the
boardroom, the historian writing
forward-thinking policy, the historian
working outside her subject area of
expertise, that is sometimes harder to
see. It’s a challenge that lies at the heart
of Career Diversity and that we share
with fellow humanists: how to make the
ineffable effects of deep intellectual
inquiry tangible and visible to a working
world that is not necessarily primed to
see them.



Emily Swafford is manager of academic
affairs at the AHA.
More information on History in Action at
Columbia can be found at
http://historyinaction.columbia.edu. For
additional resources, including videos of the
keynote and panels from “High-Stakes
History,” see the Career Diversity for
Historians web page at
historians.org/careerdiversity.
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The Question of
Career

Karen Marguerite Wilson-
Ama’Echefu

o, how do I respond to this
invitation to write about my
career? Career? I will acknowledge

passion, vocation, a love of learning and
of teaching, openness to challenge and
adventure, and a desire to be of help.
But what is my career? Well, my life has
hardly been static.



Do I begin with the Fulbright Regional
Research Fellowship to Sub-Saharan
Africa that brought me to Nigeria,
propelling me into a senior lectureship
at the University of Calabar and the
opportunity not only to visit Nigeria,
but to live here as an African American?
Too recent.
Do I start with undertaking graduate

studies as a nontraditional student,
earning a master’s and a PhD in history
from the University of California,
Riverside, 20 years after a bachelor’s
degree in music from North Carolina
School of the Arts, and a master’s in
music education at Teachers College,
Columbia University? Do I say that the



terminal graduate work facilitated an
exploration of the African diasporic
nature of culture in African American
slave quarter communities in the United
States in song, story, dance, and visual
art?
Not quite.
Do I, perhaps, commence even earlier,

with decades of work as a singer,
storyteller, and teaching artist of music
and history, or the concurrent activity
facilitating workshops on conflict
resolution, cross-cultural
communication, and problem solving?
And do I mention that this radiated
from the core of a home where I
delighted in mothering a singing and



dancing “upstanding citizen,” now
international peacemaker and dancer
Alissa Suzanne Wilson?
Possibly.
As a member of my varied

communities, these sometimes
apparently disparate elements connect
around the questions “How can I be
helpful?” and “What’s (really) going
on?” As a researcher, I find myself most
interested in what is going on at the
margins. As a scholar, it is the culture,
aesthetic, and concomitant intellectual
activity of the poor and working class
that interest me most. I expect that this
interest was born from my birth at the
margins. I come from working-class



intellectuals—perhaps as organic as they
come.

Not surprisingly, my parents were the
earliest, combined influence on the

Michael J. Elderman

Karen Marguerite Wilson-Ama’Echefu performs
with the Afro-Peruvian ensemble Mayupatapi
(directed by Jonathan Ritter) at UC Riverside.



direction of my interests. My parents
had complementary interests themselves
in history, art, and literature. My father,
William Isaiah Wilson, who—with my
mother’s encouragement and support—
went back to school in the late 1930s to
get his high school diploma, took the
lead with a love of history, even as he
drove a truck around New York City for
the United States Post Office every day
for decades. He was in love with the
history of black people both on the
continent of Africa and in diaspora in
the United States. The arrival of a new
book was a great event for my father and
me. We would go down to one of the
many richly stocked bookstores that

(directed by Jonathan Ritter) at UC Riverside.



operated in Central Harlem at that time
and pick it up together. Some of those
books remain part of my collection
today.
My mother, Florine Susan Riddick

Wilson, who had saved the money to
put herself through two years of college
at Hampton Institute in the middle of
the Great Depression, also took the lead
with a love of the arts and learning. In
my house, education was important.
My mother instilled an interest in
research in me when she became the
“Book Lady” in our neighborhood. She
sold World Book encyclopedias for over
20 years with missionary zeal, but she
began her career to earn a free set for six-



year-old me. Any question could take us
to the encyclopedia—after a while, I was
going by myself. The encyclopedia had
answers to many questions, but my
father’s books held answers to questions
the encyclopedia did not think to ask.
Everybody was reading something, all the
time. Both my parents loved the arts
and made sure my life was full of song
and story, music, dance, film, and visual
art quite early, since I was reading at
four. Eventually, I became one of the
studious ones in our neighborhood—
the only child who played piano, read
books, took dance classes, and went
down to play, maybe, once a month.

Still, in those early years I was one of



Still, in those early years I was one of
the group. The early years of child’s play
—the time spent watching the big kids
play seriously on my Harlem street—
these were the years I began to be a
participant-observer. It was my own
culture I was observing. I watched as we
all did, and I learned to flip my hip and
play, “Here’s the way we willabe,
willabe, willabe—here’s the way we
willabe, all night long!” alongside
everybody else.
I watched the interactions of people on

my street where “house” meant
“apartment”: the subtle differences
between our houses, the rules about
where you may go and where you may
not, what you must do (like greet



people you know) and must not do
(like eat in public), those among my
friends’ parents who were kind, and
those who felt dangerous in my
working-class neighborhood. As my
world began to expand, I was allowed to
go to Reliable Catering for barbecue,
greens, and mac and cheese for
Sunday- afternoon takeout after church.
That time in the early 1950s and ’60s
seems rather sweet and golden now, but
even in my sweet world things were
beginning to change. There was a time
in about 1958 when my mother could
with all sincerity say, “If you get lost,
find a policeman.” By 1962, that
direction had changed to “If you get



lost, here’s a dime to call, but don’t go
near a policeman,” and that golden time
was gone.

The early years of child’s play—
the time spent watching the big

kids play seriously on my Harlem
street—these were the years I
began to be a participant-

observer. It was my own culture I
was observing.

I return to these earliest memories now
as my research and scholarship seek to



find the historico-cultural relationships
between Africans in diaspora in the
United States and the Caribbean, and
those in diaspora in Nigeria. I am
finding continuities, discontinuities, and
transformations around every corner. I
am only sorry that my father, who died
in 1979, is not here to celebrate the
PhD he always wanted me to earn or
find this sociocultural evidence with me.
When I first met my husband—

composer, performer, culture bearer,
and Igbo cultural advocate Ajimmiri
Osuagwu Ama’Echefu—we lived on
Emmanuel Street in the Palmgrove
section of Lagos. Like the Harlem of my
youth, Palmgrove is a working-class



neighborhood. Except for the fact that
people around me were speaking Igbo,
Yoruba, Hausa, and Nigerian Pidgin,
walking down the street had a haunting
familiarity for me:
You must greet those you know—and

sometimes those you don’t. (Yoruba
greetings are very complex and context
specific. Give me time!)
No eating in the street.
Where are your earrings and something

for your neck? (I could hear my father’s
voice speaking to teenage me!)
What are we eating? What do you

mean vegy-table soup? This is greens!
This place where I could barely

understand the English was taking me



back—body and soul—to a reality I had
not lived for many, many years. I was
profoundly moved by this experience
and continue to be. Life in Nigeria—
marriage, teaching, living and working
with friends, traveling roads my
ancestors walked to the market and
trudged in chains—has been both bitter
and sweet.
I am, then, a researcher, a participant-

observer, an interdisciplinary cultural
and intellectual historian, a public,
performing intellectual, and a singing
and storytelling culture bearer. I am a
teacher, a mentor, and an administrator.
I am a mother, a wife, and a friend. I am
someone who is curious, and excited to



learn, with a deep desire to serve. This is
the basis of my career. We will see
where it goes from here.

Karen Marguerite Wilson-Ama’Echefu is a
senior lecturer in the Faculty of Arts of the
University of Calabar, beginning in its
Department of History and International
Studies (2012–14) and now (2014–
present) in its very new Department of
Music. She has toured the United States as
a performer (with Pete Seeger for a time); a
facilitator of workshops on diversity, cross-
cultural communication, and problem
solving; and a public speaker. Contact her
at kmwsongstory@gmail.com.

mailto:kmwsongstory@gmail.com
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Clifford M. Kuhn 
1952–2015

Historian of the US South; Oral
Historian; AHA Member

lifford M. Kuhn died on
November 8, 2015, in Atlanta.
Among the outpouring of

tributes to him was a post entitled
“Atlanta Loses Its Greatest Listener.” It
captures two of the things that made
Cliff unique. First, in a profession in
which fewer and fewer people root
themselves deeply in a place, he did just
that. Second, in books, films, radio



documentaries, and historical tours, he
shared his passion for oral history and
knowledge of southern history with
more of his fellow citizens than most of
us could ever hope to reach.
Cliff was born on June 14, 1952, in

Prince ton, New Jersey. His father,
Harold Kuhn, was a noted
mathematician and economist; his
mother, Estelle, was a civil rights
advocate who worked for the ACLU.
When I first met him, he was an

intrepid, exuberant senior at Yale with
an impressive black beard and a halo of
curly black hair. His Prince ton High
School yearbook said he “intends to
change the world.” He planned to do



that by throwing himself into the
political and intellectual ferment that
followed the fall of Jim Crow. He and a
friend were on a two-week
reconnaissance mission, and Chapel
Hill was their first stop. Their
Volkswagen beetle was stuffed with tape
recorders, classic works of southern
history and literature, and copies of
Southern Exposure, an alternative
magazine published out of my house at
the time. Their seat-of-the-pants
mission was to interview sharecroppers
and rural labor activists and to explore
the counterculture mecca of Atlanta. So
much of what Cliff became was already
there in embryo: the excitement he



brought to everything he did; the
attraction to collaborative, socially
conscious intellectual endeavors; even
the specifics of his calling—the South,
Atlanta, oral history.
After graduating with a BA in

American studies in 1974, he headed to
Atlanta, where he taught for a year in
the public schools and wrote for the
Great Speckled Bird, the South’s premier
underground newspaper. In 1976, he
entered graduate school at the
University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill, where he helped conduct the
interviews and lay the groundwork for
the Southern Oral History Program’s
breakout book, Like a Family: The



Making of a Southern Cotton Mill World
(1987).

Stephanie M.
Lennox/Courtesy of WABE

Clifford M. Kuhn

In 1984, he married Kathie Klein, a
graphic designer and printer. Cliff,
Kathie, and their two sons, Joshua and
Gabriel Klein-Kuhn, settled in Atlanta’s
historic Virginia-Highland
neighborhood. Their home became a
site for community-building festivity
and a jumping-off place for countless
newcomers to the city.



Cliff received his PhD in 1993. The
following year he became a tenure-track
assistant professor at Georgia State
University, where he had been teaching
since 1989; at his death he was an
associate professor. His first book,
Contesting the New South Order: The
1914–1915 Strike at Atlanta’s Fulton
Mills (2001), was an intimate case study
based in part on a rare cache of labor
spy records rescued from the basement
of what was once Atlanta’s largest cotton
factory. It offered a fine-grained portrait
of both workers and managers while
also challenging assumptions about
southern backwardness and isolation by
documenting the extensive regional and



national networks in which each was
involved and the modern forms of
publicity each employed.
Cliff’s death cut short his progress on

another book, At the Crossroads: Arthur
Raper, the South and the World. This
biography of a trailblazing southern
reformer, New Deal policy maker,
sociologist, and educator would have
further deprovincialized southern
history. Probing Raper’s little-known
post–World War II career in
international rural development, Cliff’s
research showed that Raper applied to
his work in Asia and the Middle East
insights gleaned from his studies of
southern rural life as well as democratic



ideas formulated by reformist
agricultural intellectuals during the New
Deal. Those ideas then returned to
influence Great Society initiatives in the
United States.
The impulse to find large meanings in

personal lives and small-scale struggles
that animated Cliff’s scholarship also
propelled him into a series of successful
efforts to take history to the public. I
focus here on just a few of the many
contributions for which he received the
Georgia Governor’s Award in the
Humanities, the Turner Downtown
Community Leadership Award, and the
Martin Luther King Torch of Peace
Award.



The first is Cliff’s long and fruitful
relationship with “Radio Free Georgia.”
Founded in 1973, station WRFG was
among a string of community-oriented
stations established in response to the
demands of Civil Rights and Black
Power advocates for programming
pertinent to African Americans. In
1978, Cliff joined its “Living Atlanta”
project, conducting hundreds of
interviews and coproducing a 50-part
radio series that won national awards
and launched a tradition of
documentary innovation at the station.
In 1990, he was the lead author (with
Harlon E. Joye and E. Bernard West) of
Living Atlanta: An Oral History of the



City, 1914–1948. He also became the
go-to historian for WABE, the city’s
National Public Radio affiliate. In 2007,
he created “This Day in History,”
broadcast monthly on Morning Edition
for the past eight years.
My second example concerns Cliff’s

involvement in a coalition of citizens
determined to raise public awareness of
the Atlanta Race Riot of 1906, a
conflagration that had a lasting impact
on the city but had been erased from
public memory. This effort attracted
copious attention during the riot’s 2006
centennial, and it continued for the next
nine years through a monthly walking
tour that Cliff created and led. Based on



his original research, his work with local
African American genealogical
organizations, and his excavation of
public memory, the tours introduced
thousands of residents and visitors to a
bracing view of a city prone to
demolishing its historical landscape and
forgetting its past.
Cliff was an institution builder as well

as a communicator, as evidenced by his
leadership of the Oral History
Association (OHA), an AHA affiliated
society. Elected president in 2000, in
2013 he helped to bring the OHA to
Georgia State and became its first full-
time executive director. As one friend
remarked, Cliff’s enthusiasm for



building the organization “was not a
gentle wave—it was more like a
tsunami.” It had already resulted in
strengthened ties with other national
professional organizations, a strategic
plan, an endowment campaign, and
other accomplishments.
What made Cliff Kuhn such a larger-

than-life personality was the fact that he
brought that same “tsunami” of
enthusiasm to everything he did,
whether it was zooming around town
on his bicycle, coaching soccer, or
irrepressibly sharing what he knew. It
seems all the more poignant to have lost
such a life force when he was bursting
with plans for the organization that was



A

the pride of his later career and ready to
finish what promised to be an
illuminating third book.

Jacquelyn Dowd Hall
University of North Carolina at Chapel

Hill

Paul Jeffrey Meyvaert
1921–2015

Historian of Early Medieval
Civilization

t the end of his autobiography,
Jeffrey’s Story (2005), Paul
Jeffrey Meyvaert explained that

he no longer believed in a life after
death: “If I am proved to be wrong I
shall be delighted, and immediately seek



out my dear Bede to begin a long chat
with him. But even without belief in an
immortal soul I find that life remains
wonderful, and human love and
friendship the gifts I treasure most while
I continue living on this very, very old
and fragile globe.” When Paul Meyvaert
died suddenly, at home, on October 6,
2015, he passed away as he would have
wished: still deeply absorbed by his
endless curiosity about the world
around him, still engaged and interested
in the scholarly problems that had
preoccupied him during his long career,
and still buoyed and enriched by the
many friendships he cultivated.

Jeffrey Meyvaert was born on



Jeffrey Meyvaert was born on
November 12, 1921, in the United
Kingdom, to a British mother and a
Belgian father. He barely knew his
father and was raised in England,
Belgium, and Ireland by a deeply
religious mother who pushed him
toward a religious vocation. He took on
the name Paul when he first entered the
Benedictine order. Most of Paul’s life as
a monk was spent at Quarr Abbey on
the Isle of Wight. There Paul became a
scholar, largely teaching himself the
languages, technical skills, and
historiography of a medievalist. His first
scholarly article appeared in 1955,
setting off a long train of essays. He
started with problems of Benedictine



history, before widening his focus to
other issues of textual identification and
religious history. For instance, he made
a significant discovery vindicating a key
witness to the mission to the Slavs of
Saints Cyril-Constantine and
Methodius. In 1959, Paul followed this
with his important examination of the
supposed autograph manuscript of the
Rule of Saint Benedict. In these early
years, Paul produced studies of two
figures who would continue to
dominate his scholarship throughout
his life: Bede and Gregory the Great,
both monks, and both with deep ties to
England.

Paul’s life changed fundamentally in



Paul’s life changed fundamentally in
May 1957, when a young American
medievalist named Ann Freeman visited
Quarr Abbey to discuss her research
with a senior monk and scholar whom
Paul assisted. Paul and Ann began an
intense epistolary correspondence that
developed into a great romance. In
1965, Paul left Quarr Abbey, and after
he had received a papal dispensation
from his monastic vows, he and Ann
were married in Pittsburgh on February
4, 1967. After a quarter century as a
monk, essentially his entire adult life to
that point, Paul had to learn how to live
in a radically new world. With no
formal academic training, he



nonetheless made a career as an
important scholar and editor, and
started his new life as a husband, and
eventually as father to Jenny, the
daughter he and Ann adopted.

Courtesy of the Meyvaert
family

Paul Jeffrey
Meyvaert

The first formal academic position Paul
Meyvaert held was as an art history
librarian and lecturer at Duke
University. In 1970, Paul was offered a
tenured professorship in medieval
studies at Duke, as well as the positions



of executive director of the Medieval
Academy of America and editor of its
flagship journal, Speculum. After much
soul-searching, Paul and Ann moved to
Cambridge, Massachusetts, in 1971
and bought the house on Hawthorne
Park where Paul spent the rest of his
life. At the Medieval Academy, Paul
came to play a guiding role in medieval
studies in the United States, through his
careful advocacy for medieval studies as
a whole and his inspired editing of
Speculum. Paul spent 10 years editing
Speculum and overseeing the Medieval
Academy, years as productive for him as
they were for the institution. He
continued to be involved at the



academy, if only on regular visits to the
offices, until his death.
A master of the form of the journal

article, Paul Meyvaert produced over 70
scholarly studies during his lifetime. His
primary subjects were medieval ideas of
authorship (forgery, publication, and so
on), iconography, textual criticism based
on careful manuscript analysis, and the
nature of medieval monastic life. He was
an early adopter of computerized
philology, which he used to resolve a
number of contested identifications of
authorship. He collaborated with Ann
on a new critical edition of the Libri
Carolini, an extraordinary treatise on
images and their role in Christian



practice prepared for Charlemagne.
Now known by the more accurate title
Paul and Ann bestowed on it, the Opus
Caroli (“Work of Charlemagne”), the
new edition definitively established its
main author as Theodulf of Orléans,
not Alcuin, as others had held. In his
last years, Paul contributed many new
insights into the imagery in the chapel
Theodulf built and a damaged Anglo-
Saxon monument, the Ruthwell Cross.
Visitors to Hawthorne Park of late
would often be treated to his 3-D paper
model of the Ruthwell Cross and his
printouts of idiosyncratic vocabulary in
the writings of Theodulf. A precise and
careful scholar, Paul had a gift for



extracting just the key detail from his
reams of painstaking research to shed
light into a corner of the medieval past.
Paul lost his beloved Ann in 2008. He

is survived by his daughter, Jenny, and
her partner, Janie Cron, as well as by the
legions of friends he made across the
globe and the scholars whose work was
enhanced by his insight and his
generosity.

Jennifer R. Davis 
The Catholic University of America

Michael McCormick 
Harvard University



Positions are listed alphabetically: first by
country, then state/province, city, institution,
and academic field. Find more job ads at
careers.historians.org.

New Haven
Yale University

Senior Appointment/Modern Europe. The
Yale University Department of History intends to
make a senior appointment in modern European
history since 1800, in any field or region excluding
Russia, beginning July 1, 2017. Applications are
welcome from scholars at the level of advanced
associate or full professor who have demonstrated
exceptional scholarship and teaching as well as



leadership in their field and the profession. Yale
University is an AA/EOE. Yale values diversity
among its students, staff, and faculty and strongly
welcomes applications from women, persons with
disabilities, protected veterans, and
underrepresented minorities. All applicants should
submit a letter of application, CV, and statement of
research and teaching interests to Denise Scott at
denise.scott@yale.edu. Letters of reference are
not required at this initial stage. The review of
applications will begin March 31, 2016, and
continue until a suitable candidate is found.

New York
Columbia University

Postdoctoral Lectureship/Modern Britain.
The Department of History at Columbia University
in the City of New York invites applications from
qualified candidates for a postdoctoral lectureship
in the field of British history after 1870. The



postdoctoral scholar will hold the title of lecturer in
discipline. Half of the appointment will involve
teaching one section each term of Introduction to
Contemporary Civilization, a central part of
Columbia’s undergraduate core curriculum, and
attending Core Curriculum weekly preceptor
meetings as required. For the other half of the
appointment, the lecturer will teach one course in
modern British history and will help to build and
support the New York-Cambridge Training
Collaboration in Twentieth-Century British History.
The appointment start date will be July 1, 2016;
renewal for a second year will be contingent upon
satisfactory performance. The starting salary will
be approximately $50,000, plus benefits and a
research account. Review of applications will begin
on February 15, 2016, and will continue until the
position is filled. A PhD in history must be in hand
at the time of the appointment and cannot have
been awarded prior to July 1, 2014. All applications
must be made through Columbia University’s
online Recruitment of Academic Personnel System
(RAPS):



academicjobs.columbia.edu/applicants/Central?
quickFind=62050. Columbia University is an
AA/EOE/race/gender/disability/veteran.

Cleveland
Case Western Reserve University

Postdoctoral Fellowship/African American
Studies. The College of Arts and Sciences at
Case Western Reserve University is offering a
postdoctoral fellowship for historical research in
African American studies. The fellowship is open to
scholars committed to university-level research
and teaching. Fellows must have their PhD at the
time of appointment and not exceed the rank of
assistant professor. The one-year appointment in
the History Department begins August 1, 2016,
carries a stipend of $45,000 plus medical benefits
and up to $5,000 for relocation and research-
related expenses. The fellow is expected to teach
one history course (to be cross-listed with Ethnic



Studies) in the spring semester, give a public
presentation, and submit a report to the director on
the year’s activities. Completed applications must
include a cover letter, CV, a sample of scholarly
writing, and a project proposal (not to exceed five
double-spaced pages) that outlines the applicant’s
scholarship and research agenda for the fellowship
year. Send three confidential letters of
recommendation, including preferably one from
the dissertation advisor, c/o Frank LaRue,
Postdoctoral Fellowship in African American
Studies, Dept. of History, Case Western Reserve
University, 10900 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, OH
44106-7107. Electronic applications accepted at
HistoryPostDoc@case.edu. Deadline for receipt of
all materials is Monday, March 21, 2016.
Notification anticipated by early May. In
employment, as in education, Case Western
Reserve University is an EOE committed to diverse
faculty, staff, and student body. Women and
underrepresented groups are encouraged to
apply.



Ad Policy Statement
Job discrimination is illegal, and open hiring
on the basis of merit depends on fair
practice in recruitment, thereby ensuring
that all professionally qualified persons may
obtain appropriate opportunities. The AHA
will not accept a job listing that (1) contains
wording that either directly or indirectly links
sex, race, color, national origin, sexual
orientation, ideology, political affiliation,
age, disability, or marital status to a specific
job offer; or (2) contains wording requiring
applicants to submit special materials for
the sole purpose of identifying the
applicant’s sex, race, color, national origin,
sexual orientation, ideology, political
affiliation, veteran status, age, disability, or
marital status.
The AHA does make an exception to these

criteria in three unique cases: (1) open



listings for minority vita banks that are
clearly not linked with specific jobs, fields,
or specializations; (2) ads that require
religious identification or affiliation for
consideration for the position, a preference
that is allowed to religious institutions under
federal law; and (3) fellowship
advertisements.
The AHA retains the right to refuse or edit

all discriminatory statements from copy
submitted to the Association that is not
consistent with these guidelines or with the
principles of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act
of 1964. The AHA accepts advertisements
from academic institutions whose
administrations are under censure by the
American Association of University
Professors (AAUP), but requires that this
fact be clearly stated. Refer to
www.aaup.org/our-programs/academic-
freedom/censure-list for more information.



For further details on best practices in
hiring and academic employment, see the
AHA’s Statement on Standards of
Professional Conduct,
www.historians.org/standards; Guidelines
for the Hiring Process,
www.historians.org/hiring; and Policy on
Advertisements,
www.historians.org/adpolicy.
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